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I

INTRODUCTION
Thus human hunger nourisheth
The plan terrific - true design Makes music with the bones of death
And soul knows soul to shine.
Isaac Rosenberg.
The world of the private voice, and the musings of
the personal poet, will always refuse to accomodate themselves to the impersonal demands of critical detachment,
and the judging mind that veers tmqards categories.

It

is ideally right that critical objectivity should not compromise itself by attempting sympathetic and mobile
perambulations through the poetis mind.

This will confound

its necessary stability, but it is something different to
sympathise, to meet the poet from a position of critical
strength and assurance.

Isaac Rosenberg declared the

direction of his particular advocacy some six years before
Eliot was to write his famous essay on Blal{e p Rosenberg 9 s
arch-master. For Eliot, it was the 'hallucinated vision g1 of
Blakeis personal genius, (for

others~

it has proved a most

impersonal genius), that spoke too rebelliously for a critical
tradition that was constrained to exclude him.

RoscnborgVs

own declaration of critical faith was rather different.
1

J. Hayward {Ed.} °Blalte', TeS. Eliot's Selected Prose.
(Harmondsworth, 1965) P. 162. -

2

When he speaks of a visionary, a rebel, he is inclined to
embrace him merely as a pure-bred poet, an authentic voice.
In a letter to Edward 'Marsh:
I believe that all poets who are personal - see
things genuinelYt have their place. One neednVt
be a Shakespeare and yet be quite as interesting
--- and I am sure that I have enjoyed some things
of Francis Thompson more than the best of
Shakespeare __ 2
To read this as a defenSive personal apology and to
see Rosenberg as a poet whose work merely involves dalliance
in the byways of unorthodox genius i 1s effectively to execute
the worst sort of injustice on an artist whose career evinces
a design to always write» as well as paintp within the
vsharp contours v3 of poetic clarity.

But Rosenberg was

both a Jew t and a poet who applauded poetic rebellion and used
language in an unusual enough way, it seems, to warrant
only a desultory critical response in the first five decades
of his posterity and consequently weave the myth of a noxious
obscurity around his output.
It is possibly legitimate to be reticent before
an allen culture, to defer commitment on a Jewish writer
when one is not aligned to the thought processes and frame
2

G. Bottomley and D. IV. Harding t The Collected \>lorks of
Isaac Rosenberg. (London, 1937) P. 294.

3

Works, P. 253.

3

of reference of Judaism.

However~

the present writer is

not a Jew, and does not feel he is either culturally
embarrassed when he reads the poetry of Rosenberg, or
considering a poet who 1s either desperately or selfconsciously Jewish in his utterance.
the man's Jewish allegiances:

I am not denying

his last request to fight

with the Jewish Regiment in Mesopotamia, or his promise$ to
compose fa battle hymn for the Judains',4 but his poetry
objectifies itself in a highly purposeful way, from a
subjective involvement in the processes of a particular,
minority culture or an esoteric code of belief.
Rosenberg's prose recurrently demonstrates a
preoccupation with the problems of clarity.

Obscurity

becomes his greatest anathema:
I think with you (Marsh), that poetry should
be definite thought and clear expression, however
subtle. I don 9 t think there should be any
vagueness at all ---5
He makes use and demands of his culture, very rarely does
it use him, or bully him towards general obscurity.

It gives

him a whole basis of symbolism and metaphor that partakes of
themes that may have Jewish significance and overtones, but
are in essence universal, and as such, common to other nouJewish dimensions of culture and experience.

4

Work~i

p~

322.

His verse

Works, P.

4

embodies a poetic sensibility born into a culture whose
vast, controlling images emanate from Biblical and scriptural
myths and the 'ten immutable rules· 6 on which the entire
western world, Gentile and

Jewish~

finds itself established.

His poem, The Jew, is a direct plea to be treated with
normal sympathies, without exception or reservation, with
the 'blonde and bronze and ruddy' ,6 in criticism and
evaluation, as well

as

in SOCiety.

He asks for no new

rules, no new standards for his Jewishness, but merely the
'ten immutable rules' that European man has generally, and
it seems, casually adopted.

To interprete his life and work

as a peculiar instance, a special' Judalstic case, is to
'sneer·,6 patronise and misjudge both critically and culturally.
Rosenberg needed patrons to enable him conSistently to write
and paint, but he can do without them as readers and critics.
Criticism that justifies or emphasises his Jewlshness offers no service to an artist who strove for clarity
and universality in his poetry.

Jon Sllkin for

example~

identifies and connects the recurring images of suspension
and rootlessness in Rosenberg's poetry with an 'awareness
of the rootless condition of Jewry. ,7

He consequently argues

6

Ed. G. Bottomley and D.W. Harding, Collected Poems of
Isaac Rosenberg •. (London, 1949) P. 71.
7
S11kln j Jon, 'Isaao Rosenberg:

the Jews'.

Stand Vole 4. No.1-

P. 35.

The War, the

5

that the poet is both product and spokesman of the partioular,
the racial, rather than the universal.

A part of the intention

behind the present oriticism aims at relating the expression
of similar sentiments to those articulated by Rosenberg, by
other artists trapped, and reacting to similar potentially
symbolic environments, particularly those of the battlefield.
A sensation of rootlessness is neither particularly Jewish,
or forced peculiarly by a JUdaistio culture or frame of
reference.

Rosenberg may use the emblem of a suspended

Absalom in Chagrin 8 to suggest a young manvs feeling of
emotional rootlessness, but the image itself depersonallzes,
and moves away from the speoifically ethnic.

And when

Rosenberg in the Trench Poems extends his poetical idea to
include the entire world 'swinging in chemic smoke,99 or
the disintegration and falling

away of the ~earthmen's earth,,10

he 1s similarly objectifying the human and universal responses.
not obscuring them, or suggesting they are a product of his
Judaism.

A Canadian, for example, can suggest something very

similar, using similar images of roots, earth and sea, that
constitute such perSistent patterns in Rosenberg's expression:
-- it seemed to him that he had been deatched
from his roots and borne on to the waves of a
very deep and dangerous sea. 11

8
Poem~.

10
Poems,

P. 65.
n

OL

r. 00.

9
11

Poem~.

P. 82.

Child, Philip, God's SEsrrows
(London, 1937). P. 248.

6

Thus t the present author feels entirely justified
in consistently introducing relevant, varied and often
cosmopolitan comparisons to emphasise that the poet was not
writing as a Jew, but as a poetic and delicate sensibility,
who, with such other and traditional sensibilities,

strove~

in the face of confusion and, for a period, war, for clarity
and objectivity.

To illuminate the utterance of a poet con-

cerned in war, dividing his humanity from his poetic identity,
yet undergoing experiences similar in time and place to millions of others, the testaments of some of these other voices
will often serve to align Rosenberg with the greatest traditions of poetic response and expression rather than mark him
as an interesting, yet somehow dispensible side geniUS, a phenomenon who wrote himself away to a tangent of abnormal utterance.
Silkin's bias, for example, is based on preconception:
that Rosenberg, as a poet, was a conscious, practising Jew.
This becomes as finally misleading as a bias founded on
antioipation or hindsight, that Rosenberg was to become a
'war poet.'

After all, it may easily be conceived that Chagrin

and the later imagery of rootlessness, is 'war poetrye before
the event.

The supposition could emerge, and the conjecture

manifest, that the theme anticipates dead soldiers 'hanging on
the old barbed wire,,12 or the suspended bodies caught on the

12
Ed. Gardner B.. Up the Line to Death: The \var Poets,
(London, 1964.) P. 79~ Robert SerVice, another Canadian,
wrote a poem, On the Wire on this theme, making with it's war
symbolism a relevant comparison with Rosenberg's pre-war Chagrin
see Service, R. Rhymes of a Red Cross Man. (Toronto, 1917). P. 84.

1214-18.

7

trees and undergrowth of Mametz Wood 9 during the Somma
Offensive of July 1916.

Private Frank Richards tells of

a German soldier suspended, like Absalom, in a tree,
'blown up by a large shell, -- he looked .like a man who had
been hung up on a hook and left there.,13

Both the ethnic

and the military biases are plainly misconceived, and both
lead to the assumption that Rosenberg fits into one of the
dubious categories of either the ethnic artlst, or the
'soldler' poet.

Such categories lead to preconceptlons,

more misconceptions, inaccuracles and myths. and these have
been commonly woven around a critical response to the poetry
of Rosenberg.
If Rosenberg has a strange

volce~

a more private,

peculiar sound, and to Gosse he sounded like a Dane,14
strident and bardic, the reason is more likely to lie within
his poetic language, and the 'fixing t1 5 of half-grasped ideas,
with the accommodation within language of truths and ideas
'understandable yet still ungraspable.,16

This dictates his

unusually high pitch and the suggestion of unorthodox form9
It may also frighten his readers, but obstructions that resemble either 'hallucinated viSions' or ethnic indulgences
simply do not exist in his poetry.

13

Richards F. Old Soldiers Never Die. (New York, 1966) P. 137.
~~Hassall C. A Bi9gr~phy of Edi'iard Marsh. (Nel'l York. 19'59) p.4,4.
l..5Works, P. 216.
15WOrl{s ~ P. 371 e · - - - .
~

},

8

My main thesis is that Rosenberg's work evinces a
oentral idea, a oertain cyclical design and adherenoe to
a oonsoious theme that evolves from the confusion of the
early poems, through the apocalypse of the trenoh verse to
the final preoooupation with mythopoeio form.

It is an

idea that involves tyranny and the rebellion against tyranny,
revelation and final

reward~

and it has of course, its

stereotype in Blake;

and for Rosenberg the 'reign of Blake

was yet to begin.,17

There has been a common tendenoy to

justify those labelled 'soldier poets' as mere lyrical
artists whose condition and environment force them into a
defensive creative position where the only disciplined,
formal outlet flows in the lyrio, the brief objective statement
of the sensations riSing from war.

Yeats' muoh quoted ob-

jeotions to 'war' poetry18 plainly emanate from here

j

and

Blunden, in his pamphlet on the 'War Poets," declares that 'it
is muoh lamented that his (Rosenberg's) poems are not more numerous:

and he is not the only instanoe of this.,19

The oomment

implies that Rosenberg's response to war separates itself
into various fragmented, unconneoted lyrical statements
that constitute the Trench Poems, (itself, of oourse, an

17

lSWorks, P. 250.
Yeats W.B. 'Introduotion' The Oxford Book of Modern Verse
(New York, 1936)
19B1unden E. War Poets 1914-18~ (London, 1958) P. 36.

9

editorial division), and that to label an artist a 'war
poet' is effectively to limit his utterance to lyricism.,
Plainly, a poet is such eXigencies, constrained to write'
on toilet paper, conditioned to synchronise his poetic
utterance with the last inch of a burning candle

j

whose

work is subjected to, and violated by, the suspicious army
censorship of the military mind, or who oan so easily lose
his grubby manuscripts in the mud of trench activity, can
find little time for concentration on vast ideas of
thematic design.

Short, lyrical bursts would appear

the only possible form for a poet who spent twenty almost
oonsecutive months in the trenches.

Rosenberg's letters

are full of sad comments on the utilitarian, ruthless
squashing of his separate poetic identity, or the wasting
away of his poetical powers, beneath such crushing pressure:
-- all the poetry has quite gone out of me.
I seem to forget words, and I believe}, if I
met anyone with ideas I'd be dumb e 20
or
It is quite impossible to write, or think of
writing stuff now, so I can only hope for
hosplt~l, or the end of the war, if I want to
write. 1:::1
20

21

Works, P. 378.
Works, P. 359.

10

or again,
It is only when we get a bit of rest and the
others might be gambling or squabbling I add
a line or two, and continue this way.Z2
Such confessions are very pOignant, but they should
indicate that Rosenberg is not a 'War Poet,' not a categorised
soldier amongst soldiers, or a man amongst men, with the
one message of human pity that has characterised the image
of Owen ever since criticism has pounced uncompromisingly
on what Blunden himself refers to as 'a hastily written
and obscurely amended Preface and contents found among his
papers. ,23

'The true poets must be truthful,·24 said Owen,

but Rosenberg's stance of truth was very different.

It

is in no way a documentary truth, or a truth to enlighten
those ignorant of the human depravity and suffering of the
Western Front.
of truth.

It may even prove to be an immoral species

'I like to think of myself as a ~,.25 Rosenberg

wrote to Bottomley some three weeks before his death, and
with some exceptionsl his aspect of truth was the truth that
the artist distils from a symbolical, amoral world, not the
human truths that a disillusioned and morally responsible
soldier sees in the world of men turned Sickly and wicked.
22
Works, P. 317.
23

Ed. E.
1963).
24Ib1d .,
25Works,

Blunden,'Memoir' The Poems of Wilfred Owen. (London
P. 40.
.
P. 41.
P. 379.

11

86

to call Rosenberg a 'soldier poet' is to mis-categorise

and place a wrong emphasis on one aspect of his artistic
vision.

Despite Blunden's disappointment over the small

quantity of his poetic output from the trenches, he wrote
quite enough about war.
and to complete the idea.

Then he must move on to cont1nue
These apparent separate poetic

statements themselves are dovetailed into the idea, a
part of one form:
the only way I can write, in scraps» and then
j01n them together - I havetthe ONE IDEA in m1nd-_ 26
For the poet's pragmat1sm, war was another item, a
convenient symbolical and metaphorical manifestation of his
apocalypse.

But art and life were so distinct, so different.

In a fragment before the war, he had said:
It is a vain belief that art and life go hand
in hand. Art is» as it were another planet---27
When Rosenberg writes as a man p with his poet1c identity
non-existent, he writes w1th conv1ct10ns, as:a soldier,
unpoet1cally, unrhetor1cally, taking a firm moral stance:
I never joined the army from patriotic reasons.
Noth1ng can justify war. I su~~ose we must all
f1ght to get the trouble over.
But h1s real sold1er1ng, h1s 'blood and tears,29

26

28

Works, P. 290.
Works, P. 30.5.

27
29

lvorks, P. 263.
Works, P. 33.5.

12

was art, and as a poet, the war became the 'malign kiss:' 30
of the powerful

~rovidence

beh1nd his designing idea that·

was to destroy the moulded, uncreative, and dull Earth, and all
this pettifogging~ mercantile~ moneylovlng age, that
is deaf, deaf as their 1dol gold and dead as that
to all higher ennobling influences.)l
j

But from this

destruction~

to Rosenberg came revelation,

and the forceful idea to finally restore and re-animate a
new 'pristine bloom;·3 0 an objective Zion.
The Trench Poems themselves, are often, particularly
the latter ones, ('Through These Pale Cold Days,' The Burning
of the Temple) concerned with relief and escape from war,
through the organic evolution of the poet's controlling
idea» rather than a conventional

~yrical

resPQnse to it,

or an indulgence in its physical or immoral tremors.

The

final effort of Rosenberg's poetic career, and also one of
the final efforts of his life, was the draftwork of The
Unicorn.

This evinces a sensibility and poetic personality

struggling to transcend wartime lyricism, and achieve a
. . mythopoeic form that completely overrides the indulgence

in a single thought, sensation or mood.

30

31

'On receiving News of the War.'
Works, P. 332.

Three weeks before

Poems. P. 124.

13

his death, and o01no1ding w1th the monstrous onslaught of
the enemy's Ka1sersohlacht, Rosenberg was oonoeiv1ng
The Un1corn, and develop1ng 1n fragmentary form a poem
with far vaster formal asp1rat10ns than the lyr10 and the
stereotyped med1um of the 'war' or 'soldier' poet.

He was

us1ng h1s response to war to object1fy someth1ng far w1der,
'abstract· 32 or metaphysical;
I want it to symbo11se the war and all the
devastat1ng forces let loose by an amb1t10us
and unscrupulous w111 ---33
Far from depend1ng on an attitude, and f1nd1ng tbeglor1ed'3 2'
embel11shments to express itt Rosenberg was fulf111ing h1s
own ooncept of what the experience of war should teach the
poete

The 'mil11on fee11ngs everybody f~els·l about war,

and the lyrioal response were subjeot to his own vast idea,
expressed through the impersonal mythopae1c teohnique, and
there 'ooncentrated in one d1st1ngu1shed emotion.,3 2
So the 'war' utterance was not the apbtheos1s of
h1s express10n, but merely a stage 1n a deSign, a part of
a oyole that oontinued into certain further reaches in
Moses and The Unioorn fragments.

But the war, and its

symbolical utilisat10n by the poet 1n the Trench Poems 11ke

32

Works, P. 348.
33Works, P. 379.

See the reference to Brooke.

14

Dead Man's Dump radiates a sense of crisis in a poetic
sensibility, and a oertain olimax in the prooess of
poetioal development.

It beoomes the period of poetioal

truth for Rosenberg, the time when the. tyranny appears to
grip its f1rmest stranglehold,' and the time when the gesture
of rebellion, the 'weak soream,]4 of protest, seems at its
most hopeless.

But this is also the orisis;of revelation,

the substanoe and fulfillment of the 'malign kiss,']) and
the oontinuation of the idea towards the new birth and
reward of the pristine vision of 'Lebanon's summer slope.· 36
Of course, the continuation is fragmentary, only an
intimation of what was to come. after the • saturation' of
the crisis of war, but to do the poet any justice at all,
and attempt to perceive his direotion and idea in its fulness and complexity, the final intimations must be assessed
as an organic extension of Rosenberg's theme.
The experienoe of war, it seems, invites the deadend of lyrioism, the

cul-de-sac~

the brief response adversely

oonditioned for expression through a higher form.

An

exoeptional 'war poem' like Owen's Strange Meeting achieves

34

Dead Man's Dump, POemSe P e 84.

356~.' 'On Receiving News of the War.' P. 124.
3 Ibid., 'Through these pale cold days.' P. 91.

15

its distlnctlon because. 'wi thin 1 ts brevity 11es the condensation of an entire cycle, - the 'hunt,)7 tor beauty,
revelation through the apocalyptical experiences of war,
and the resolutlon tak1ng frultion from the vision beneath·
the ground, in the 'dull profound tunnel,)7 of war.

In

Faulkner's short story Crevasse, soldiers stumble through
a complete immersion in a physical, broken tunnel of war,
a collapsed sap, and after the journey through the earth
see the seasonal and cyclical development and evolution of
their experlence, like Rosenberg and his journey towards the
'summer slope.'
On hls hands and knees 11ke a beast, the captain
breathes, his breath making a hoarse sound. vSoon
it will be summer,' he th1nks --- 'Soon lt wl11 be
summer, and the long days.t38
Substltute the symbolism of war and an lnfernal trench for
that of an unreal city and an 'infernal t39 subway, and we
approach Frye's cyclical readlng of The Waste Land, - the
subterranean journey through l1mbo and the flnal release
from the underworld.

In this way» the 'war' utterance of

both Owen and Faulkner leave the speclfic areas of 'war
literature' and can be seen within the main traditions of

37

Ed. E. Blunden, 'Strange Meeting' Collected Poems of
Wilfred Owen (London, 1963». P. 116-117.
38Faulkner W• • Crevasse, 'ThaBe Thl r t een. (T.~ond on, 196"l)
..J
P
...

lO?

"7~·

39Frye N.

T.S. Eliot.

(London, 1963)

P.

64~5.

16

poetry from Dante to Eliot.

40

The poetry of Isaac Rosenberg also partakes of
this tradition and species of development.

For a period

war becomes his metaphor, is utilised and forms a whole
reservoir of images, but is never grapped as reality or
seen as an imaginative end in itself.

As the poet moves-

deeper into his idea the metaphor of war is discarded, and
what evolves is malformed, incomplete, only the gist of an
idea.

But the 'living eyes,4l of the rewarded, can see it

clearly, and the sharp lines of its shape.

The critic cannot,

and should not try to conjecture or antiCipate the idea, but
to see the direction of images, thematic intimations and patterns can reduce the floundering, and drive towards a comprehension of the poet's whole meaning.

40

For some poets involved in war, their surroundings were
one symbolical face of the Inferno. 'Trees in the Battlefield' said Blunden, 'are already described by Dante'.
Quoted in Marshal S.L.A.
World War I. (New York,
41
Poems, P. 124.

The American Heritage History of

1966). P. 234.
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2

EARLY

VISIONSo

-- Words break out like smotiered fire through
dense and smouldering wrong e
Isaac Rosenberg.

Keats gave himself tan years to fully grasp hiB own
vast

Isaac Rosenberg could declare in 1916 that

Idea~

emphatically, form itseif was I~ust a question of time,~2
For him, the artist was the epitome of a monumental patience,
waiting for the harbinger of an
and

the~,as

idea~

feeling its

radiance~

the moment passed, pouncing:

You know how earnestly one must wait on ideas,
(you cannot coax real ones to you) and let as
it were a skin grow naturally round and through
them.3
The fixing of ideas to him was
an agonising

vigil,th~

amorous instant l4 •

violen~

sudden;: a thrust after

'only chance to capture

I~hat

holY9

The poet himself expresses his moment of

capture in terms of a fisherman with a.monstrous catch:
And I have tried to hold in net like silver fish
the sweet starbeams~
But all these things are shadowed gleams of things
beyond the firmamente~
lPoem~,

P. 44.
3Work~, P. 310 8
5Poems, P. 16 2.

2Works, P. 372.
4Wor~$ Pe 320.

15
The process of poetry

ot

initially, the directing

becomes~

expedients to trap the elusive, devices to corner the

fleeting~

The fisher of ideas must prepare and gird himself to an attitude
of vigilance, for the 'absolute necessity of fixing an idea
before it is
in 1 ,,6

lost because of

the~si tua tion

it is conceived

There is no relaxation for this poet~

He watches, tense,

with all senses sharp for just a 'glimpse'7 of the Idea for
~'rhich

he singlemindedly. yearns..

And the sensation of craving

that ravishes the artist is the will yearning desperately to
fix his rootless emotion'in form.
dynamic..

Creation becomes completely

The artist forges his opportunity simultaneously

with the fixing of his Idea in an act of the will, the
manifestation of an upsurge of violent energy.

When God

himself created, it was because 'the will grew,.8

When the

poet 'captures .the Idea he bacomes himself all-powerful, his
will grows divine.

But of course, complete, even partial

grasp is impossible, unthinkable;

~ollow:

and such boasts are

Time will show
could bend
Yon hoar age-scorning column with my hand
I feel such power. 9
'
I could draw down the Heavens, I

But for Rosenberg, it seems, these
ses were rare.

flaunted

succes-

His prose and letters are obsessed with his

6
}forks, P. 317.
810reationll Foems, P. 158.

7'The Poet II Poems, P .. 1.77.
9'Raphaell Poems, P. 165.

19

repeated failures to fix his own Idea in all its fullnesse
For him, the great poets were those with one
huge

Idea~

complete and

and the test of their greatness was the clarity

with which they could articulate ite

Poetry itself was

tan infinite idea. expressed coherently, in a definite ,
texture'.,10

Of course, much of this theorising rises from

the abstracting mind of a very young ,poet/artist, and one
who is struggling to express a sense of the organic wholeness
of his

01Vll

poetic life and utterance.

II

believe that I am

a poet',ll he had declared in a letter to RoC. Trevellyan,

and this was an assertion itself of Rosenbergls wish to make
all his output ~ependent on, and rising from the one I~ominating
idea i o l2 The Idea itself was the basis of the large design,
the 'plan terrific· 13 that the ,poet could see stretching
before him in brief, visionary glimpses..

Th'e glimpse was the

seed of an organic idea that would evolve,grow to fruition.
It may be but a thought~ the nursling 14ed
Of many thoughts p of manYthigh des~re.
a
.
A poet does not w~ite a_'paraphrase of a 'plan terrific',
his entire utterence becomes his theme, but in that

poem~

Creation (1913), there are certain images that do intimate the

IOYlo;;k~

--' Po 290.
1~
--Works, Po 3718
14 1 My Days' Poems, P. 194.

11Works,
' P. 352.
13 l Creation' Poems, P. 159.

fulfilment of the archetypal cycle, an idea of death and
re-birth upon whicp

Rosenberg, through personal vision, was

to base the fundamental evolution of his utterance.

He talks

of 'the seed' that must be burned 'to live to green',15 that
140ses 'must die to live in Christ I , and that

I

the green plant

yearns for its yellow fruit',- the yearning itself re emphasising the craving organic will of the artist to create.
For Rosenberg this
requisiteo
aesign,

~asttiess

of vision was a necessary pre -

Every utterance must be a component of this larger

the one Idea;

and the haunting repetition of this

central, formative assertion makes much of his prose tedious,
if not neurotic with aspiration p dismay, or the persistent
~';orries about hlsown lnabllij;y.to 'look at things in the simple,

large way that great poets do 1 ",16" "But the apparent phobia
manifests a highly earnest poetic sensibility that struck
forward almost monomaniacally for a large design.

It is not

the obsession of a poet who is content with the !ragmentary
and isolated deSigns of the lyricist.
~

Rosenberg was seeking

Idea, and he knew l'That he wanted from it..

It was another

effort however, to effectively capture, articulate and objectify
something so Iter~ificl, that the poet must stand before it in
absolute awe.

16
Works, P. 363.
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With his preoccupation for the absolute necessity of
clear poetic utterance haunting him, Rosenberg may justifiably
resent~

with as much indignation as he can manage in a letter

to one of his early patronesses, an

'injustice~

when my Idea

is not grasped~and~is ignored,.l? This frustration was
plainly as much a worry to himself as it would be an irritation
to any prospective reader who could 'only perceive a malformed,
I

unfirished wisp of an idea from his poetry, - the sort of
intimation rece. Yred from a reading of the Unicorn
that is ignorant )f his earlier work.
craved for the e'xI.- essian of

1

fragments,

To Rosenberg the poet

some Unfathomable, preponderating

idea'~ which was oIly 'hovering on the borderland of 'revelation' ~18

It seemed that

eve- if the poet succeeds in capturing his Idea,

it will never be the full expression, and the poet is left,
deprived'and disappointed, his only expedient to 's.uggest,.19
Of course, this$ as a poetical premise may well be seized
upon as merely an excuse for the lazy or obscure expression.
of a poet incapable of finding the exact or appropriate word
or phrase to say accurately what he means.

Declarations. ,and

assumptions like this:
-- genuine poetry,where the words lose all their
interest as word 9 ,and only a beautiful idea remains- 19

17 War ks, F .. 372 .. ,
191'Torks t Pe 262 ..

18Works, F. 246 ..
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invite a mode of utterance that may be nebulous, undisciplined and generally forgetful of the word itself as the
instrument with which to fully grasp the
poem called The

Idea~

:Rosenberg describes the process of

Poet~

trapping the Idea through the senses, in the
before it

in this

vanishes~

In a 1914

form~

tr~nsient

moment

forever:

Yon bright and moving vapour
In a moment fades __ $20
but the eye itself

has'l~nchored'lthe imag~,

compDnent of the idea,
ructed in this

way~

~ndthe

tethered the

poem itself becomes const-

through 'the rapid succession of images

and thoughts'$2l
Rosenberg writes persistently in such terms with very
little reference to the actual Iword' as the component of the
poem~

it,

He by - passes the word to the thought and Idea behind

t~ere

is no suggestion that the

tword~

accommoa
d t e or d lOl u t e th e Id ea i n any way.

must actually
Th'e 'word' is

almost irrelevant to him, such terminology would sully the
pristine Idea, compromise the glimspe of perfection, and this
may be the self - deception of an idealist. Strangely, he has
much to say,about the 'lines ,22 cutting into his consciousness
when he is painting"

but not the Iwords' when he is writing.

When he turns to other poets, he concedes that he 'seldom
20'The Poet',III Poems, P. 140 0
22Works, p. 251
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Works~

P. 245.
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remembers the words of any poem'23 he reads.

But this is a

response to F.S. Flint, and is essentially a response to the
image, to which he reacts with his customary relish and craving,
the 'strange longing for an indefinite ideal, the reach of
hands f o 24 Of course, a claim that Rosenberg was generioally
an imagist stands little ohance of sUbstantiation against
the extant evidenoe of the diffuse nature of his imagerY9 and
his own powerful inclinations towards an indulgenoe in rhetorio.
Odd fragments may exhibit an obvious experimental

im~gist

dabble:
Amber eyes with ever suoh little red fires
Faoe as vague and white as a swan in shadow __ 25
but there is a tendenoy in Rosenbergts poetry not to oonoentrate the poem as one particular, heavy - laden image.

His

poetry involves either the ingenuity of a central extended
conoeit, or the dovetailing of a group of recurrent images,
synthesized in what he oalled the tbrucible,26 of art.

When

the orucible beoomes the symbolioal environment of war-, the
heat becomes almost too intense;

the emotion itself burning

away the disoiplines of objeotivity_
But-Rosenberg's poetry demonstrates a form that ~oes
surrender itself

2L~I'Torks,

P. 326.

26-~vorks, P .. 2430

uncompromising~y

to the Idea, or to the image

25 1 Fragment XVII', Poems, P. 218.
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which becomes the glimpse or component of the Idea.

Doing

this, it must necessarily, like the_poetry of Blake, sacrifice
the clarity of
sacrifice;

reason~,

although to the poet this is hardly a

as Rosenberg pOints out, his poetry is 'ungras-

pable by the intellect'~27 but still very • understandable I
as direct poetic thinking, the metaphor completely snubbing
the intellectG

D.Wo Harding's pcrutiny essay suggests that

Rosenberg 'brought language to bear on the incipient thought
at an earlier stage of its development' ,28 than the direct
thought in words, and this may be the result of the poet's
frustration rather than design..

If the poet could never

actually and satisfactorily grasp the Idea, but only an intimation, then that to him becomes only an idea perpetually
embryonic, in fact a not - quite
incompleteness.

idea~

petrified in its

It.is only on the Iborderlafid, 6f'rev~i~tion'29
)

and it remains theri. to be gradually ossified by the industry
of the poet.

To articulate it in its incompleteness as a mere

harbinger, a permanent presage, is to do something very strange
and difficult with language e

It is to attemp.'!i to completely

express an incompleteness, and not necessarily to incompletely
express a completeness e

Consequently, we must judge Rosenberg

on his capability to express: perfectly an incomplete Idea o
27Works, p" 248 ..
28Harding D.W. 'Aspects of the:poetry of Isaac Rosenberg',
§crutiny III No .. 4. (1935) P .. 365.
29T,\T""'''''1'''~
1'1 v
' AO,

1)
......

..... he:.

~-rv

We
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must judge him on his powers of

expression~

rather than

his powers of perception, frustrated as they were by an unfinished

picture~

When this is seen in relation to the

additional diffioulty of approaching Rosenberg, - and r
mean his own failure, through circumstance)to finish an
expression of an idea that was itself,. necessarily incomplete,the reasons for the slow and often misconceived critical
appraisal of the poet begin to make themselves very apparent.
His remarks on Emerson may serve to clarifYe

He saw

the poet only Inear the brink of some impalpable ideal, with
just·

I

a rumour of endlessness I or a

being t ,,3 0

I

faint SaVour of primordial'

Again, the common suggestion of the imag.es is

elusiveness, the poet runs only in the wake of the Idea, he
does not achieve the necessary control to effect a finished
expression.

At the most he is only allowed the most fleeting
I

moments of vision, and these are taunting, torturous moments
that appear

sole~y

to be designed for frustratione

The

momentary vision of the Idea itself appears quite iritransigent,
staving away expression.

It .will slip and slide around the

poet,avoid hoth his glance, and his poetic lunge for capture
and crystallisationQ

This is poetically expressed in Significanceo

The Idea flirts, the poet craves, and instead of trapping the
idea, the poet finds a complete reversal.

He himself is caught

within the power that the Idea exerts, wriggles behind the retreating image, never beholding the whole vast shape:
30 Works, P. 254.
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The cunning moment curves its claws
Round the body of our curious wish,
But push a shoulder through .its straitened l~ws
Then you are hooked to wriggle like a fish83~
This poem deflates any poetic vision of glory or wild
success.

The poet must humiliate himself before the image,

before the glimpse.

In Raphael, a dramatic monologue, the

'dazzling visions,32 of the artist turn around and mock him~
They can afford to because they are in complete
Idea will always defeat the purpose of the poet.

control~

The

Consequently

.
-- Never have I reaohed
The halfway of the purpose I have planned.)j
So the poet becomes victimised by a double - sided
pressure, itself a relative form of tyranny.

He is tantalised

by the Idea which plays games, engineers machinations and exerts
any expedient to avoid displaying itself in its organic
completeness. It persistently 'balks,3 4 the poet's urge to
perceive a whole shape.

It lives on in the mind of the poet

as something. 'incomplete and imperfect, maimed',35 and con~
risks
seQu~ntly its expression~being vague or indefinite, as the
poet struggles to make a complete shape of a mere intimation.
F~om

the other side, the poet contends with the verbal

accommodation of the glimpse.

However much he may immerse

hims elf in the image ~ he must find ',yords to express the
~'l

..J-Poems , P .. 116 •
33Poems, P. 166.
;J:::>'ii]'orks, Pol 261.
:;;~.

32Poems, P. 164.
34'.Art'~ Poems, P. 213.
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intimated

the abortive grasp of the eternal and

Idea~

ungraspable, the vague shadovl of the 'limitless',36 which is
all that he sees Q
Rosenberg's

For Lasoelles

Abercrombie~

reading

poetr~

-- the concealed power in words came
flashing out .. 37
This declaration accommodates itself perfectly with the
concealed nature of the idea that the poet glimpses.

If

he can find those words "Thich conceal in themselves the Idea
they express:

if he can choose words that within their

latent power intimate a vaster shape, the shape of the whole
Idea, then the mystery of th-e word itself permeates and
neutralises. the mystery of the Idea.

The

~

becomes the

means to see the 'Vlhole Idea, to grasp, control and articulate
it..

Then the responsibilities of the poet to find the correct,

exact word with the right latency, to avoid any looseness or
gesture, become enormous..

In the light of thls, it is not

difficult to understand Rosenberg's obsessive attitude towards
clarity.

It was a phobia necessary for the slightest success

with an aesthetic that was highly precarious: .

36.WorkS!I P .. 245.
37-Quoted in a letter of'Rosenberg to Marsh:

Works P. 30241
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If you do find time to read my poems~ and I sent
them because I think them worth reading A for
GOd's Sake! don't say they'~e obscure 50
Q

When Rosenberg v-Tas fifteen he gave a poem to a helpful librarian of Whitec4apel Public

1ibrary~

gratitude for various encouragements"

as a gesture of

The poem was called

an Ode to David's Harp,39 and within this first item of
juvenilia, the poet sees the protagonist, - in this

case~

an

,

ecstatic image of

himself~

to re - animate his

rising in bardic and prophetic fury

sleeping~

lethargic 'and docile people"

Of course, this was also the controlling Idea behind the rebelIious Moses, one of his last

creations~

and re-affirms that

similar themes and designsrreoccupied his poetic mind from
the initial to the final lines of his utterance.

The stance

of the ecstatic prophet, with his visionary 'gleams of the
soul f40 looking through the world to t4e core of truth, and
having no eyes for the

superficies~

is a common attitude

adopted by Rosenberg in his early and less mature poetry.
that it is justifiable to emphasise the
dub:ious use of attitudinisation.
swank or sulkiness.

poet'~

Not

occasional more

He rarely indulges out of

If he casts himself in a stance,he is

utterly consistent 'with it as an extension of his poetical
self~

and utilises it as a means of exposition of his poetical

direction or inclination.

He will even legitimately prelude

an attitudinised poem with a warning to the reader. so honest

38Work~~ P. 298.

39Poems, P. 205.
40'When I went Forth", Poems, Po 23"
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and earnest as to be unsubtle:
I said, I have been having some fits of despondency
lately; this is what they generally end in~41ome
Byronic sublimity of plaintive caterwauling:
And then he will sally forward into declamation and apostrophe
with the most arrant and obvious pose:
God! God! If thou art pity, look on me
God! if thou art forgiveness, turn and see
The dark within, the anguish on my brow
The poem of

course~

is very

bad~

filled as it is, with the

worst abuses of rhetoric and the poseur, and demonstrating one
hypothetical direction of Rosenberg's latent decadence. ·.But
the preface shows an acute awareness of the problems of attitude
and tone, problems that were to take more intense significance
with the later war experience and humanitarian attraction
towards protest..

The anti-lvar attitude may well have been a

terrible temptation for a poet so much,awar'e, and concerned
wi th a prophetic
legitimately

stance~.

chang~

and the experiences of 1916 may well

'plaintive caterwauling1to,ths_sensitivB:

voice of necessary h1Unan protest.

But the over-earnestness

and consequent unsubtlety motivating the early verbal blasts
of the young poet, do tend to pTohibit any domination of a
consciously ironic form of expression, undercutting the open
and&cited nature of the prophetic attitude.
he~

Neither does

with significant· later exceptions t manipulate .his prophetic

stance to stand at

o~ds

and create a tension with the words

41 f Fragment LVII', Poems, p .. 232.
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that flow so enthusiastically.

He is fiercely behind the

prophetic earnestness and inspiration of his

word~unaware

of

those literary devices that forge a disparity between a poet's

tone and his d1otiono
laughing or

He is rarely above his utteranoe

nail-parin~

he is more commonly behind it, des-

perately urging its validity, persuading of its truth and
not pointing to it ironically.

For Rbsenberg, the necessary

clarity of his Idea could not risk the obscuring effects of
ambiguity and irony.

The

mess~ge

of the prophet, and his urge

to rebellion must not be misinterpreted.

Oonsequently the

articulation of his poetic stand for rebellion seemed to
demand the ferociously direct:
time for the oblique.

there was neither room nor

Plainly, at this stage, the control of

the prophetic tone, the discipline of the sense of direct»
over-earnest and ,undiluted prophetic commission, was praying
to be the poet's primary formal probleme

The Idea of the cycle"

and the movement toward the 'summer slope', in fact the entire.
objective 'plan terrifiC·, was the essence of his prophecy,
the substance of his message, and it needed to be articulated
clearly, impersonally, freed from the various juvenile ecstatic
excitations, excrescences and confusions.
Rosenberg's conception of the poet recalls, in at least
one of its ambiguities, that of Shelley.

His identity is

divided when he speaks from his poetic self; like the prophet
he calls and sings the story of Earth's,wrongs,4l
~
.~IThe

Poett~I

Poems,

p~

177.
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and in 'glimpses!' of inspiration sees the ultimate order,
and 'the glory of the

~eavens'Q

Then he becomes 'the re -

animating force, preaching with rebellious energy,: a rebirth
forI)
A dead world, since ou~selves are dead __ 42
As prophet/leader/rebel, he poetically instals ·and supervises
the

t~hedding'

of the old

world~

to herald the

Strange 'tvinds ~ new skies, . q.nd rivers which flOlv
Ilumined on the hill --"He uses the idea of the bird of G·od, (like Shelley tIs
rhetorical nightingale in the Defence,) singing to the soul
'- ' of the poet

I

God 1!3 fervent music' ~43 The inevitability of this

inspiration behind the birdls plenitude of song, and its
endless pursuit, not unlike that of the Hound of
contrasts with the

poet'~ o,~

Heaven~

desperation in finding his own

Idea~

Because the song
I could not hide

_f_la~

in unasked --

The stance of the seer, with ears attuned to the inevitable
music of God, is the reverse of that of the craving poet
lunging after an inevitably fading idea.

When the seer adopts

the pose 'of the ecstatic prophet, girding himself into a selfinduced mood of poetic receptivity, he passes

42 1 The Poet' II, Poem~p P. 155.

43'God looked at me through Her Eyes', P~, P. 190.
44'A Bird trilling it1s Gay Heart Outl~ Poems, P. 129.

Deep into the great heart of things
-- one with the vasty whisperings
~
That breathe the pure ineffable name, .5
and it becomes seemingly apParent that there is a sharp
distinction between the'message of God, so radiantand

availab18~

and the truths of the 'plan terrific', which remain so elusiv8

11

From one stance the inspiration is inevitable, like the ceaseless
trilling of the bird it Iflows in unasked', and comes like
every 'sunlight 8 44 From the other it seems almost impossible,
0

r8QMiring a monumental force and exorcism o

The prophet can

pass 'into the secret God, behind the mask of man,~46 but the
poet cannot approach or violate the sanctity and secrecy of
his vast Idea.

When the relationship between the poet, the

God and the Idea is
reconciliation in
resolutions

examined~

ambiguity~

the apparent confusion, but final
becomes the only possible

When·a GOdfS essentially hostile, the poet may

find in.the deity a dubious ssource of beauty.

It seems he

must trace analternaitive God of perfection to settle and
comfort him: But, 'perfection must begin from worst', 47 from
the apparent divine intransigence, and perfection actually
is that 'root' ' for "Thich the poet searches.
Apart from this beauty - in - ferocity, Rosenberg's
45 t My Songs'~ Poems, P. 1760
46 s The Poet' III, Foems, F .. 140~
47tOreation' _P_o_e~m_s, P. 1590

44Poems, P. 129.
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God is a deity with some other alarming ambiguities.
course~

Of

there is only one !.source of beauty and perfection»

and that is God:

Striving after the perfect - God, w attain
nearer to perfection than before--,

48

and in a poem called Beauty
Godl~

biblical symbol of
Beauty

itself~

(ll)~the

poet identifies the

presence - the burning bush, with

and associates it with the new Eden.

It seems

that the pursuit of Beauty recovers Eden, the 'summer slope',
and this becomes·the direction of th4poete

Frye's comment

on Blg,ke makes itself very relevant here:
The end of art is the recovery of Paradise.
So

Beauty~

49

I

God andFhe Idea of perfectiDn appear vitally

associated within the apparent mesh of images.of the early
poetry.

But if the recovery of Eden is to be effected through
-

the agency of Beauty, it is a beauty of a ferocious, ruthless
leind, and the poem carries through' the idea of the flame to
indicate a dynamic purg,e of the 'clay walls l50 of the present
life"

These are burned away., by

Beauty~

to discover a

pristine world:
Purged of the flames that loved the Wbnd
Is the pure glow that has not sinned~
48Argument to 'Night and Day'~ Poems~ P. 5.
49Frye, Northrop ... Fearful Symmetry (Boston, 1965) P. 41 ..
50 'Beauty'II, Poems, P. 123.
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The poem anticipates On Receiving News of the War,written in
the same year,

1911.~,

where the argument follows a similar

pattern with different symbols
Beauty becomes the

war~

Now' the burning bush of

0

,.

the 'crimson curse.' that will

Corrode, consume 0
Give back this universe
Its pristine bloomo 51
The burning beauty will oonsume the 'pale cold,5 2 world of
snow, fixed in an icy mould
place..

of~'the

retrogre ssive and common-

The kiss of love in Bea.uty 11

that set the world

burning with Beauty, freed by· the artist's genius and sanity,
becomes in the other poem a 'malign', insidious kiss that has
frozen the world in its mould..
of rebellion,

~o

Beauty becomes the instrument

break the mould, and the war itself is the

beautiful, violent and ferocious agent of perfection, and
extension of God..
symbols o

As such it becomes a vade-mecum of beautiful

Sassoon speaks with a similar emblematical sense of

the violence of Beauty in another pre-combat poem.

'Addressing

his bayonet he says,
Sweet sister, grant your s61dier this:
That in good fury he may feel
The body where he sets his heel
Quail from your dOrlDward thrusting kiss. 53
The 'kiss' itself will often be associated with death and
violence in the Trench Poems:

it is the sign of a pact, a

511?oem~, P e 124.

5 2 'Through these Pale Cold Days', Poems,P. 91 ..
53Sassoon, Siegfried .. 'The Kiss', Collected Poems (London,1947)

P. 16.
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covenant with violence and beautYe
The Dead Heroes,

Godi~

In Rosenberg's poem,

kiss is the kiss of death, the harbinger

of eternity, secured, through the:beauty of violence"

It needs

to be emphasised that all this does constitute pre - war
Even. 'Rosenberg· ~ artistic pragmatism

utterance"

vTaS

destined to soften,in the face of the most 'terrific' stage
of his Idea, but it was always to dominate.
I have used these illustrations at this point to
demonstrate one aspect of

Rosenberg's God.

When Beauty is

the 'voice of GOd i54 the pitch is stern and ruthless, to
earthly eyes completely immoral, but to those eyes that know
the 'plan-terrific' the violence is the necessary purge in
the cycle to recover and redeem the pristine
new Eden..

bloom~

and the

The artist who selects the war as a symbolic

substitute for the burning bush is one who is· supremely,
and to ignorant eyes. immorally, impersonal in his utterance ..
He is like the prophet i"ho sees the justice of God rolling down
as
like waters on his people, and that justice the consequence of
God's great love for his people..
with his prophecyo

He

~tands

"aside

and aloof

The voice of pity, at this stage, is com-

pletely irrelevant and puny within the wider scope of the
providential

t~lan

terrific'.

But Rosenberg's God has other faces..

54 'Night and Day, Poems,

....

.r"

.,0

J.O"

He is whimsical

36
and changeable:
For an idle whimo
God's dream, God's whimo55
and violently moody:
And in God's glad mood he i glad, and in
God's petulance has pain -- S6
Gradually, in fact, God becomes allied with the tyrannical
elusiveness of the

I

plan terrific'

0

The inexorable pursuit

by the deity in Thompsonis Hound of Heaven

reverses itself

to be the poetls chase for "a glimpse of God, just as he seeks
for a glimpse of the IdeaQ

Like the complete Idea, it eludes

him purposely and tormentingly:
My Maker shunneth me
Yea! he hath fled as far as the uttermost star,
Beyond the unperturbed fastnesses of night __ ~7
Q

The point is universal enough

0

There is nothing specifically

idiosyncratic about such a relentless, single-minded PUrsuit.
Ten years later it received perhaps its most critically acclaimed articulation:
It eluded us then, but thatls no matter - tomorrow
we will run faster, stre~ch out our arms farther -And one fine morning --~
"
So it is not

su~prising

that the poetls" attitude to

such a tormenting and violent deity should often stiffen and
change

0

Even the poet can forget the reason behind the necessary

55 1 Fragment XLII', Poems, Po 227.
56vOIer the Celestial" PathvTaysl, Poems, Po 178.
57 1 Sp iritual Isolation', Poems, Po 260
5 8 Fitzgeralq,F. Scott. The Great Gatsby (New York, 1925) Pe 182~
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discomforts contained within the process and evolution of the
'~lan terrific~Q

God, to the unknowing~ the unprophetic and

also to the man 1fThen he emerges from his poetic identity to
human normality, can take on the aspect ~f a

I

bullying hulk ';,59

a trotting miasmal, completely decadent and tyrannical,
squashing rebellion and applauding obsequiousness.

But these

of course, are the misconceptions of the commonplace mind,
the mind without poetic sanity or discoveryo
presents a tyrant

j

The poem God

a vision of a syphilitic, leprous t diabolical

potentate, a monstrous apparition of the antithesis of providence.
And this is -the uninitiated1s perception of God, those who
only see the narrow vision of violence, and do not discern the
reason for it, and the ultimate'evolution to love and bliss.
After.such a cycle:
God's mercy shinese
And my full heart hath made record of this,
Of grief that burst from ogo its dark confines
Into strange sunlit bliss.
Rosenberg is obviously trying his best not to sound like
Dr.- Pangloss, and his dilemma will continue to -exacerbate
alarmingly as the particular terror gradually becomes the
experience of war.

But the '\plan terrific' is providential,

God - inspired, and of course, for the best.
But while the vision is ignorant, false and human, in

59 l God t

,

Poems, P. 63.

601.a Ballad of v-lhitechapel', Poems, P. 202.
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fact~

unprophetic$ commonplace and necessarily imperfect, it

will turn to devices of 'God-guiling',61 to cheat God by
growing t011ards God through human joy ~ 1'1hich gro1Vs , rather
syllogistically, into divine

love~.

ingenious argument of God Made Blind

Rosenberg gives the
in a letter to Marsh:

Then vIe find another 'Y:ray of cheating God
Now
through the very joy itself. For by this time we
have grown into love, 1vhich is the rays of that
Eternity of which God is the suno We have become
God Himself. Can God hate and do wrong with himself?,62
Q

Rosenberg had been reading Donne avidly at this time (1915),
and the Ivhimsical similarity to poems like The Flea
basic lack of seriousness are quite

plai~.

and their

But what is even

clearer is the mythological association that the narrator
has with

Adam~

who tried to mislead God in the Garden of Eden,

of Cain who tried to cheat him after the crime.
a light banter;
ingenuity_

The poem is

a featherweight and clever exercise in

The attitude of the narrator is plainly ironic,

quite at odds with the design of the 'plan terrific'.
ingenious anthroppmorphism has its

The

precedent in Genesis, and

Rosenberg does· something very similar in

t

My

Soul ':1s Robbed!

Here the poet steals his soul from God» who is sleeping in a
drunken stupor, to give it to his sweetheart.

The central lack

of seriousness undercutting the usual earnestness is again eVident,
bIt God !·1ade Blind', Poems, P. 41 ..
62 Works, Po 298-9.
63 Poems, Po 134.
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and the metaphysical image, the central ingenuity; does run
through the poetry of Rosenberg 9

and~reabhes

a tightly

competent standard in Break of Day in the Trencheso The

slick conceit and the burning synthesis of recurrent images
are the cause of'more irony in Rosenberg's

poe~ry

than is

actually apparent.
In 1914 the

~oet

was declaiming:

I have lived in the underworld too long -- , 64
and the next stage in the cycle waS plainly close o

Rebellion

itself, if it is necessarily violent, if it involves an
'ancient crimson curse1is easily caricaturede

Thomas MannIs

Naphta, the earnest Jew of the rarefied atmosphere of
The Magic Mountain (1924)9 sees in the prospect of the
ritualistic, sacrificial 1914-18 blood-bath a precurserof
another 'pristine bloom', and" the attitud~ exists as a
fictional, hindsighted exaggeration of the sort held by
Rosenberg in On Receiving News of the War.

But the terrific

plan of Rosenberg dictates that,however particular:)..y evil or
immoral the rebellion may seem,

unl~ersally

becomes the 'instrument of a great beauty.
rather desultory

attemp~

and ultimately it
In Rosenbergt1s only,

at fiction, a short story called

Ei1.dolph~ and onejthat appears heavil: autobiographical, a
b4 t I have lived in the Underworld too Long I', Poems, P.. 128 ..
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maturing woman announces:
Ife are born with wings, :but we find our feet
the safest __ b5
T4e ,young artist characteristically rejects this.
has no ascendency over youthful visiono

Exper~ence

It is merely age:

--senile sneering, drug :to truth:,
The feigned rampart of bleak ignorance,60
and can discover nothing o

In Blakian terms p the visionary

can strip the gyves of , commonplace experience, for the
rebellion of truth:
Last night I stripped my soul of all alloy
Of earth that did ensphere and fetter'it __ 67
The present existence becomes
in

I

subservien~,subject

to tyranny,

a cage of "Earth t 'tv-here the prisoner only weeps9 8

As in

On Receiving News of the War, snow and 'bleak wintriness'
become the mould in The Exile, and the exile himself, heading
towards the sun, (I that eternity of which God is the Sun ' ,)69
becomes the most audacious rebel.' Milton's personification
crf release and regeneration in Areopagitica, shaking off the
emblems of dullness and

incarceration~

has a strong sense of

rebellious similarity with:
But 1vhen I started up at last,
shook the fetters to the floor-- 70

I

b51'lorks ~ P 0274.
66tOf Any Old Man', Poems,P. 143.
671Night and Day', Poems, Po 10.
68 t The Cage l , Poems, P. 184.
69Works ~ Po 298-9.
J
70:So Innocent, you spread your Neti, Poems, p. 181.
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and in Break In By Subtler We.ys,he incites the revolt against
the commonp:J-aceness--: of 'dulled closeness'o

Again the 'plan

terrific' is evoked 9 as the rebellious energy gains visions
of the 'perfect new chime', the toll from the prophet's own
symbolical Jerusalemo
The ambiguous visions of the city?

the'sy~bolical

city of the fallen, and the prophetic city of the regenerated,
constitute a recurrent cross-patterning in Rosenberg's imagery.
-His actual

environment~

the pre - 1914 East End" of

Lon~on,

is

epitomised by H.Me Tomlinson in A:bl Our Yesterdays. See What
happens to the rebellious in this dark worla:
Those marshes, canal banks, and wharves were dismal
'I'li th tales of What, had happened to the disobedient
children of near streets ~ and the characters Ifho
haunted the forbidden land were darker by all
accounts than the treacherous mud .. 6fits channelso 72
Rosenberg himself appears to move between at least three
visions of his citYr

He sees the dark sea of the City, the

'tidal streets'~73 in a way that recalls The Secret Agent, and
the city of 'lucre',74 the unreal,phantasmagoric city of Eliot,
the 'wide desolation' of faceless people
making up the pageant as they flow
In reeking passage to the house of death--75

711 Break

In By Subtler Ways', Poems, Po 39.
72Tomlinson H.M. All Our Yesterdays, (Toront{>, 1930) P. 75
73'The Oloister'" Poems, P.' 43.
74 1 Night and Day', Poems, p. 10.
75Ibido,P .. 7.
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In addition, he takes his own prophetic attitude, sees a
Sodom and Gomorrah of
.
M~

Far

Hell's harsh lurid
D@rl1Qu~

lQ~d~

of

~in»

1~le

-

or the chaos~ the 'shrieking vortex,77 of Fleet Street.

Then

he can see a city transfigured before him by sunfire$' the
tumult exacerbated by the light of

noon~

and made more intense

by its glare:
But buildings glorified
Whose windows shine 78
And show the Heaven-Out of the many faces of this fallen city, the poet
distils a vision of his personal Zion.

He refers to

'promised lands',79 he himself 'stands upon the shore of a
strange land ' ,80 and in his prose he promises rewards when
I

the doors of the neli religion have been opened to our knocking'. 81

The promised city itself
the 'plan terrific'.

stands ·as ·a visionary embodiment of

Even as an.apprentlce artist of :s1xteen,

Rosenberg had seen his citadel in terms of turrets) sun and
steeples, more like the conventional spires of El Dorado, or
the pleasure dome, than the glum grandeur of the Jewish temple:
The gates of morning opened wide
On sunny dome and steeple

7b l A Ballad of ~~itechapelt, Poems, Po 200.
77'Fleet Street', Poems, p. 179.
78 1 Night and Day', Poems, P" Ii...
79 i WistfuIly in Pallid Splendour'3 Poems,P. 139.
80 l To J.R. mnschewitz 1 , Poems, Po 21&
8lYlor-les, p. 286.
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Noon gleamed upon the mountaigpside
Throng'd with a happy people. 2
Again the vision blazes directly through his poetical career:
the boy vrho dreams of ·the city of I·eternal summer I on the
'mountain-side', is the same soldier who gropes in his last

83

poem towards 'Le~anonls summer slop~' from out of the battlemisto
In A Ballad of Time, Lite and Memou, Rosenberg sees
his cycle in terms of a qp.otidian passage:
From dalrn through day to davm e 84
The poem continues to argue that time controls the evolution
of life ~ ifhich it leads through symbolical underworlds, and
And dreams

an~

Many waste plagzs
shapes of death --

Then the summer slope is evoked, and through the agency of
memory, the 'voice of summer is not dumbr~

Rosenberg's first

published poem, Night and Day (1912), ~reoccupies itself with
a similar passage throu§.1night, day and finally a personified
tl"lilight, who speaks to· the po et the truths that he craves to
hear. 85 Throughout the poetry these images perSistently re appeare

Night means comfort to the ·poet, and not terror.

It

is the Ishadow of the SOUl,86, and radiates warmth and maternal
comfort,87 as well as bestowing erotic caresses.,88

Night

8 2I Zion ' , Poems, p. 204
83'Through These Pale 9 Cold Days', Poems, P a 91.
84Poems, Po 198-9,.
.
.
85Ibid., P. 19.
1
86 A Ballad of Whltechapel', Poems, P e 20~
87 1 Fragment XXXi, Poems, Po 222e
88'Night', Poems, p. 133,.
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embraces me warm;
All is purple and clog~d
Round b;r night I s arltl. ~
There is the suggestion that night is a sensuous, often
rapturous indulgenoe, a form of the mould that restrains the
energy and. rebelliousness of the poet.
too warm.

It is too comforting,

Day may be the time of the sun, the radiation of

eternity, but this is violent beautYe

To the man it is reckless,

formidable, sheer menace, a time of 'fiery trampling hoofs '90
and apolalyptical intimations.

It stands in the attitude of

war, and apparent ostentation:
Day's banners flam~ on high
In gaudy disarray.~l
Between these two extremes is Twilight.

In Night and Day

twilight was the windowof God, the casement through which God
saw, and pronounced his truths to the poete

In the very early

Zion') i t 'is through the fJyes of twilight that the poet gains
his vision) and the dawn, the breaking of night and day, the
fleeting, ephemeral moment of visionary potenoy, is the period
to catch' the Idea, to fix the transient and elusive image.

The

time·of inspiration, 'oonsecration11of the moment, is
-- the ga.te
Of long-wished night, while day rides down the west. 92

89i At

Night I , Poems, p. 1418
90 ' Night and Day', Poems, p. 98
91'Fragment XIV', Poems, ~~ 216.
92'Love to Be', Poems, p. 173 •.
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The poet has three poems entitled TWilight p 93 and the
idea Patterns itself throughout his utterance o
the dawn in the same way that he waits for his
and

trepidation~to

He waits for
Idea~

in hope

grab the truth as it passes from night

towards the formidable menace of day, where the poet bows to
the awe, fears to follow..

The truth there merges with eternity

and the sun, and the poet waits for the next dawn:
Ah! Who of us shall wait for the dawn, while the
shadows of night disappearo 94
Dawn effectively is the metaphor for the

present, the moment

when time is_ neither past or future, but the opportunity for
fixing the Idea o

When the Idea is fixed in that one moment,

and that is the poet's desperate .wish9 then the present itself
roars defiantly to fate and time, in its 'freedoml from their
tyranny:
The loud roar
Of life. ar~~nd me is thy voice to fate
And time-All these themes synthesize in Dawn Behind Nlght. 96

The poet,

speaking inclusively andprophetical1y in the first person
plural, is subject to Isoul crushing scourges' associated with
wealth and capital.

H~ sees the ~orld as a Iprison' enslaved

by these powers in the extremes of 'both day and night.
In the golden glare ~~ the morning, in .the solemn
serene, of the night.
93Poems, ppo 153, 162~ 171.
941 Twilight' I, Poems, p. 171.
95 i The Present I , Poems; p. 187 ..
96Poems, Po 2039
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The release, the rebellion for freedom lies in the ship of
the dmvn~ with just the visionary 'glimpse of Heaven t96
behind ito

The davTn becomes the vessel of freedom, the

fleeting period of passage to a far less menaoing daY$ where
the 'sun' of eternity shines on·· the summer slopes:
That will find us and free us, and9~ake us
where its portals are opened wide.
The space that I have. devoted to Rosenberg's earl~
I'JOrk does not constitute an effort to forge out a coherent
aesthetic from the multifarious fragments, scraps and poetry
of a greater design.

But it is intended to show directions

and incipient themes that were to mature to a fragmentary
fruition.

His first lyrics for example, published as Youth,

partook of a 'scheme'97 expl~ined in a letter to Marsh.· This
was a growth from the 'faith and fear' of a youth to the
'cynic's lamp' of bitter experience, through to the 'spiritualising '
behind the !change and ~fire'6 This ends in love, when the
discoveries of the imagination explode. all illusions.
a scheme may be rather

trite~

Such

popularly overworked or sus-

piciously oversimplified by a poet's paraphrase, but it associates itself with something archetypal.

The movement towards

the sun and eternity through a thematic utterance evinces an
apprentice poet who is grasping something organically vast,
and turning away from the separately - wrought sentiments of
I

his period s lyricism.

97 ·Horks, p .. 292 •.
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What appeared to be the second part of the artistic
process, Rosenberg plainly found as difficult as the first
capture of the

Id~a$

'When the Idea was

grasped~

it "Tas

grasped l'lith the dross" wIth unwanted excrescences that
violate the clarity and resonance of the pristine Idea o

It

came deformed and damaged:
You ca~ only, when the ideas come hot, seize them
with the skin in tatters raw, _cr_uge, in some parts
beautiful in others monstrous
~
And the early poems are often like this

hybrid. and

cluttered, the predominating Idea immersed amongst scattered
indulgences in -what ;Yeats arbitrarily labelled 'windy rhetoric' .99
But 'all windy ~hetoric'99 with no acknowledgement to the central
cyclical

cor~

beneath, is completely unfounded.

Similarly

Graham Hough's dictum that Rosenberg was 8killed before he had
anything. to __ say except about war', 100 is qp.i te ludicrous "Then
war happens to fit inside as an image participating in the very
life of the truth of ,the 'plan terrific', the preconceived
design that accommodated ,war yet never let Ifar accommodate
it..

Of course, the early verse points towards the Trench Poems,

just as the Trench Poems point toward the later mythopoeic
forms o

They grow organically, and to ignore the early work

98"\vorks, P. 310"
99Quoted in Parsons I .~1o
(London, 1965)0 p. 26
100Ibld",P" 22.
0

.1

Introduction I , Men Vfho March Away ..
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is to emasculate the poet's theme, to sever vital appendages,
and to approach the war utterance in a thematic vacuum

Q

With

certain established modes of expression behind them, the
Trench

Poem~

begin to· lose that mythical obscurity which the

sparing criticism devoted to Rosenberg has tended to attribute
·to themo
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Only putrBfaction is free~
And I, Freedom, am not o
Isaac Rosenberg
To make oneself beloved one need only show pity.

I show little pitYt or I hide

1t~

-- all was at

NaT N'ith pity, ·frj.end.ship9 memories -Antoine de Saint-·Exupery
(Trans. Stuart· Gj.l bert)
i

A poet who could see the °true design' behind hls
1

poetic commisslon

'm~king

music wlth the bones of death,V

will look further for his truth than to lmmerse himself in
a quest for ei ther moral standards in a period of

vmr~

or

human

and necessarily erroneous - reasoning with a dJ.vine

Idea.

Both9 to the impersonal visiort of the artist, will be

bl1ndness~

mere sentimentality. ,Theobones of death' i-ITlll

become the instrUIflents of the

9

iron v of war, and the music

the discordant frenzy that sounds through poems like Dead
~a~

s ....::D.}:J.:112., with all the cacophonous crashing of an escha-

tological universe..

The poet9 s craving to manifest the

o plan

by-pass" the apparent relative truths of

terrj.flc'

~lTill

human morality, to achieve the abs-olute truth established
by design and formo

This is the poetes Jerusalem, the real

world where 'soulf knows soul to shine.'
It i'v-as Rosenberg's contention that 'the artist can see2'

beauty everywhere __ , I

without making any concessions to

"1------.----.-----'-.
P. 159
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morali ty"

\'lhen other poets introduce reservattons question-

ing the artistic or moral propriety of the potentj_al symbol';"
1c media, of the instruments of hlentteth century warfare 9 and this is Jones:
It is not easy in considering a trench-mortar barraee to give praise for the action proper to chemic818 - full though. j __t may be of beauty
tl/'e feel a
rubic.on has loeen passed between strHcing with a h9.nd
1"Je8.pon as r!'.en used to do, and lOOSing poison from
the sky as we do ourselves __ ,3
G

Rosenberg merely writes his

poetry~

without justification of

symbols or metaphor that to htm, are utilised not despite
their possible immoral nature, but because·they participate
in his vast Idea and·are formally relevant"
Re8.d said in retrospect

When Herbert

that vwar appe8.led to the imag:'Lna-

tion,vl.j;· he was tac'itly suggesting that ~ provided within
itself modes of expression that the pragrilatism of the impersonal R,rtist may, or may not, seize to. articulate his controlling idea or plano
of

l~elief,

It presented itself as yet another means

another reservoir of metaphor to ease the poet9 s

stru3:g1e for expression.

The poet could grasp ,'V·rar as a huee

metaphor that was universal enough to aid the clarificat'ion
of his utt:eranceo

In the face of the horror of twentieth

century warfare, the truth may be difficult enough for any
humane mind to acc:ept, but the poet' s impersonali ty, hi s pro::;>hetic distanCing, makes it clear.
Read, for example, declares his business' asa poet is
~
j

IJPo Jones, °Preface v
''f?eEtc1.

I~_E~re_~!.h~£J;:,~..
(London, 1963), Po xiv
'The Iml)B.ct of" lvar" AYl.uals of Irlll0~(~I1Ce 2tl1d
(London, 19 J·1-6), Po 138 - -

RerheJ~t!l

E~Qerience.
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not to condemn l'var:
1'lish to l)~resent tl1. e lJ.1'1.tve:esf?1_ 0..ST18C·'ts of 9event.. .Jud.gment :rnay follow ~ - but should
never prec8d(~ or become embroil'ed. ~'Ji th the ·8.('.t of
poetryo It is for this reison that MiltonQs attj-s
+'U0.8 to his Satan h9.s so often been mj 8understo()d..I

ol!.l~r

p8:""ti C11101:'

lind. Rosenberg too, has been misunderstood In a veY'Y similar
1'J.9.y"

Jo HQ Johnston f9r example, in his attempt to demon-

strate the

9

evolution of the lyric' form o in his

utterances in Rosenberg O s poetry ,but miss:es the

E~gl:As1.)?<?~~t~Y..

¥ plan

ter-

rific,Vthe ultimate indication of the poet's impersonality
and objectivityo

For Johnston, Rosenberg is a poet of

and 'compassiol1o o6

9 p ity'

This is effectively a misleading slant

on a poet "V'Jhose commission Nas fil1Jed with the apprehension
of symbolical truths from the

°crucibl~,

the burning images

of "VIral", as a particularly exuberant aspect of the symbolical
world that the

ar~ist

per6eives around hima

The

Letter~

are'

so fretted with RosenbergOs concern with art, or himself as
8.1'1 artist~

that the fact he is'a fightj.ng man, a' sol'dler who

will only occasionally refer to the other men around him some,he tells, in fits of diarrhoea, - becomes almost dal11ance in comparison with hls concern for 11j.s art, or his artj.stic mentors, Bott'omley or Abercrombie.

His preoccupation

is wi th the v-.rorld of art, not 'wi th the loVorld of men, and as
the

1'.!~.~('::.tLJo~TP.~ tell'~

3---..----.--

the men in his poems are not simply

----~-----------.----------------

:read., Herbert, 'The End of a War' Poems

}Q35), P. 7'-~

°Johnston. J () H .. En,cdish Poetry of
(PrincetOl'l, 196L~)', -p-;--2-il
q

~he

19lL~-19JLl-o

(London,

First lA/'orld Har ..
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human projections of suffering soldiers 3 but impersonal com}:,onents of hj.s Idea and his ,Jerusalem ..
From a poet who perceives form in a time of the energies
of apparent

chaos,~

itself generated by such Vinventive en-

fT.:!.nery' 7 that sunk the Lusitania, - I t becomes clear that a

pnrt of the
I'Tar itself

9

eve~r.ywhere ~

of

ac(n~sr~-

to be.auty is chaos and

This is not· the beauty behind fragmented or ran-

0

dom lyrlcal moments: - Blunden o s apprehension of a robin in
\'Jar,8 while outside of his wayw'ard pastoral imagination
were

]{i lIed

9

men

from time to time, v 9 or Aldington 9 s momentary

slice of beauty in a

~J01'ld

of

Q

carrion U :

l'1[o1'e beautiful than one can tell,
!'IIore subtly coloured than a perfect Goya
And. more austere and lovely in repose
Than AngeloVs hand could ever carve in stone,lO .
-but the form behind a whole Idea that ljITill acc'Ommodate certain
e..spects of war wi thin its expreSSion, and pick what i.t chooses"

The conditions, the war itself and j.ts moments, do not

compromise the Idea which N'ill select ,. even from the morally
unacceptable
Another

G

of'Marsh~s

correspondents, Francis Ledwidge,

wrote from the front that the .war.was 91ike the end of a beautiful world" ,1'1

For Rosenberg, seeing the beauty and design

in iron, but also the beauty to come, it was like the beautiful--end of a beautiful world, and the poet-prophet '\Aras stand-

i-r---------··
89Lusitanta,' !,o(·~ms" P 71
Blunden, E~, Undertones of HarQ
(London, 1962), Po 97
9"b'd
P • 147
.J.. , 1 .
lOEd o Pa,rsons, IQ Mo, QSoliloquy 2,' Richard Aldington, Men
1~:!l'lQ.,Jili-1.~.9h Al'm~,.::o
(Lond.on, 1965) ~ Po 158
- ' --'-YI'Iassal1, Co, A Bio,s.rap~ Ectward Ma:J;:§..ho
(New York, 1959),
Q

P. Lj,21
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ing back, with a huge, impersonal vision, to tello

C. Kc Stead's

acceptable dictum, that 'the soldier poets stood too close to
their subject, .12, that 'art' was 'not their life, unconscj.ously poj.nts to the antithet.ical and pure-ly artistic preoccupat10ns of Rosenberg 2 himself of course, no member of the 'soldiet' genre of poets.

His soldi-ering was not his life, 'but

the contortions of what to him was a lesser identity ..

His

letters Sh01'l" he was a poet) and his poems confirm he was a poet
in a highly poetical environment.

As e- flghtin'g man amongst

other fighting men with the'humanistic 'inalienable sympathy
of man for man t 13 he hardly exists-, until' the moment of criSis
in Dead Man's DUffin.
..

~

..

..olo~

One' of the more common attitudes of the author who writesas'a soldter, a man amongst men, evincing the standards of humani ty 7 is to rebuke his particular'dei ty for" creating or t'olerating such terrible events that fall within the passage of
Wara

The soldier willl'be most concerned when he discovers

that his accepted providence' is disinterested, impersonal, apathetic or unc'ommitt'ed to his responsibility::
- - it we-snit that I minded about those men being
wiped out, but I wanted Deity '- if it was Deity, to mind e l:4
He will also anticipate certain divine intervention, manlpulation, or at

1e~st-active

concern, - an expectation which,

when exploded, will be acc'8pted, in i ts c diss:tpated state with
certain disillustonment.

Frank Richards' sold.ier/seer/se:ge 9

12
J1 C • Ko Stead, The New'~ge~~£~
(London, 1964), Pc 40
ILl-Hanning, Frederic, He:r,_p.T:1:yates' He:
(London, 1964), P. 12
Child? Philip, God's Spar.rOl'TS o (London, 1937), P. 149

-
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the wisest solCtier- comments on' the Somme debacle:
As the Old Soldier had truly remarked some days
before, it I'TaS a Glorious balls-up from start to
finish; nnd J. C~ had not been very kind to our
Brigade --15
If this goes towards representing the soldier's case, it is
none of Rosenberg's.

In a poem called Marchj.ng:

JAs seen

) 16 he s'eees the soldiers, with their 'rud-,
from the leJt_fi}e_o_,
dy necks / SturdIly pressed back e
0

They move JJ.ke automatons,

li...Yliform in khaki, their hands swj,nging up, suspended in moving symm'etry, like so many 'pendulums.'

They cultivate per-

sonal glory, unaware of a greater control, captivated by the
human ignorance of men thinking like heroes.

But the vaster

authortty that moves-above and beyond them is a ,'subtler braino
lI;ho wi,lI' not fully reveal himself:' He
beats iron
To shoe the hoofs of death
O{ho paws dynamic air"riow,,) 16
The stern, inflexible hard metal image associated with the symbol of an equine death and

apocalyps-e~,

is the pm-Ter capable,

and inc'lined, to 'loose an iron c-loud of

-Nar~

,16 to submerge-

the kn01tJ"ledge of the world in obscurity and 'darkness' as a
prelude to a greater revele.tion.

To the soTdier, caught 1'1i th-

in the horror of the cloud,and manifesting the sentiments of
humanity and truths antithetical to those of the poet who
knm'1's and articulates, however fragmentarily the vaster design,
such a power"is 'blind,' indiscriminate, insensitive and anarchic ~

He is a deity of misrule, impart'i-al in his loosing of

Richards', Frank, Old 8011d18r8

16"Poems
81,!-

0

p"

66

'N~:r:~ Die..

(Nm'J' York, 1966),
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terror, and the sol'dj.cr may say, as' Hemingway' s hero says:
it kU.ls the very good. and very gentle and the'
very brave impartially.l?
And thts is very often the response of the

f

s'o]!dier poet,'

the man of sentiment) that associates' :ttself repeatedly v-ri th
the poetry of war" as a lyrical form, :full..of amazement, stupefaction or protest $.t the particular occurrence that re'Tolts'
the humaneo
Rosenberg, in Marching., remains lm,pers'onal, inhuman,
standing aside from the soldier's response, and commentlng on
it ironically..

The power, the deity may be"" blind' 1:6 to' the

s'ol'dier, but not to the poet who knm'ITs what comes before, and
what comes after, and how the war is the

rubicon~

the apoca-

lypse, forged in iron through the 'inventive engineryv7 of
the providence behind the 'plan terr.ific.'

.A:nd again in Lusl-

tania18 the ostensible 'chaos,' that ironicall'y has' enough order to °help;' 'give,' reason and create, is ass:ociatediwith
Q

dynamite and Lron e

'

The particular moment of chaos becomes

a part of the universal deSign, and Pangloss' again contemplates
the Portuguese

Earthqu~ke.

But 1 t is poetical'ly apt that this

plan is one of 'iron,' that it does not bend to accommodate'
the partlcul'ar instance or the human exception..

When the ex-

ception is the sinking of the Lusitania, and the Idea remains
inflexi hIe, unconcerned, then it is moral]y c'ompletely unsound and misconcieved, but poetically, and ideally, it retains
j. ts

1"7

d.etached and impers·onal integrity.

Hemingway, Ernest,.

l8po!~~:

Pe ?l.

A Farewell to Arms.

(Middlesex, 1961),
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Iron itself, and fire t are common enough images wi,thin
the corpus of literature that concerns itself with the Great
Har, but for Rosenberg such images normally point to the presence of something greater than war.' August 19141 9 is a poem
that unites the ingenious and central metaphor with the 'crucible' of burning thematio images t brought together and synw
thesized through the ferocious energy of the poet's Idea.

The

war is ofire, w1 9 consuming that inflammable portion of humanity, including the victuals of life, and the reserves, the
°ripe fields' 'granaries.'

Of the elements of life, the 'gold'
is gone, melted away in the temple. 20 The sweetness, the

°honey ° is

also gone, dr'alned by the 8iron burning bee,2l

that has executed such a formidable power..

But the iron re-

.mains the one, inflexl ble t stern element
Left 1s the hard and cold,
that now becomes the entire constitution of life.

After Aug-

ust 1914 and the immersion in war, the world 1s a world of
iron, and the sweetness and visible glory evaporate to leave
the jagged edges of iron, parallelling the exacerbation of the
°broken tooth,22 at the expense of all other beauties of the
mouthe

In Rosenberg's war, the iron 1s all, controls all,

Iron are our lives
Molten right through our youth __ 22
The molten iron pouring into the overflowing mould, with no
regard to the control and lethargic order of the fallen world,

19

Poems.

P. 70

~9T1lhe Burnin~ of the Tamula.' Poems.
~~oDead

Manos-Dump,' Poems.'p. 82
220August 1914,' Poems. P. 70

F. 89
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is of course, the iron of the Idea that cuts forward impersonally, inexorably, right through the world of men p morality and
the 'ripe fields,22 of their own subjective standards.

So

through August 1914, it becomes clear that the 'iron cloud e
of Marchin& is, ironically, the 'iron

lo~e'

of Dead Manos Dump,

with the same 'jagged fire,23 as its executor.

The poet, like

the prophet standing above, can see a love so absolute that
it will consume in order to re-generate, will beat out in order to re-work.

The

i~personal

vision lifts the obscure, sees

through the cloud and glimpses the love:, the soldier still
flounders through 'impressions that are nebulous. seeing only
the immediately and particularly apparent.
This distinction between poet and soldier, visionary and
man, is essentially the cause of the ambiguities that surround
Rosenberg's idea of the soldier.

It is also the cause of

much of the conscious irony, - and all this, coming from a
poet of whom Harding said, he could' 'do without irony'" .24
The mock-heroic ttitanic,25 aspect of the twentieth-century
soldier t and his organic relationship with past heroes 'hus-

,

banding the ancient glory,26 contrasts in stature with the .
more realistic:
Grotesque and queerly huddled
Contortionists --27
l'1ho lie in such unmartial attitudes aboard a troop ship.

23

.

21./ Dead Man' s Dump,

They

t
Poems. P. 82
Harding, DoW., tAspects of the Poetry of Isaac Rosenberg,'
Scrutiny V III No.4. (March, 1935)
~~uSoldier, Twentieth Century,' Poem~. P. 87
~b7vMarChing,' Poems.
P. 66
QThe Troop Ship,' Poems. P. 70
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ismilew28 not with triumph or glory, but like Owen~s soldiers,2 9
with symbolic intensity intimating a stoical and sacrificial
suffering.
The soldieros image is unsentimentally deflated and debunked. in The

Immo~tals,

where with zealous energy the sol-

d1er oarries through his martial oommiss1on:
I killed and killed with slaughter madi~O
killed till all·my strength was gone. J

I

He appears engaged in an epic contest with an immortal foe.
His hands are red with the 'gore'of the enemy, a beast of
mythical powers of multiplication:
-- for faster than I slew
They rose more cruel than before.
That this ostensible monumental force should in fact be a
Qdlrty louse,' puts the soldler within a twentieth century
perspective, away from illusions of personal glory, as well
as demonstratlng that even the lice fall within the confines
of the-'plan terr1fic.

9

This itself forges an ironic truth

within the poem, as the soldier himself sees the louse in
terms of a hostile and unprovidential Satanic agent.

Similarly it is the 'wizard vermint of the poem Louse Hunting 3l that
cause the

~revel'

and r1tual of

Nudes - stark and glistening
Yel11ng in lurid glee.3 1 Such ecstatic movement and rapture caused by 11ce, seen again
as dev11sh tormentors, may deflate the soldierly glories, but
. 28
29iHome Thoughts From France,' Po~. P. 74
Blunden, E., (Ed.), 9Smilee Smile. Smilet _T_h_e__P_o_e_m_s~o_~__W_.i~l~?~~~r~A~n
9Nen. 'iondon, 1963), P. li~
.
.
3uoThe Immortals,' Poems. P. 78
31 vLouse Hunting,'Poems. P. 79
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it indicates a certain indefinite

jOYi '

a dance that follows

and celebrates a cathartic or tragic experience that itself
suggests regeneration rather than an end.
joy, ecstasy and not lamentation.

There is cause for

This sense of joy

in Louse

Hunting,'and the Wild, untamed gestures,appear to be verbal

parallels to those in Rosenberg's graphic piece of 19129 Hark,
Hark, the Lark,3 2 where nu~e figures in ecstatic attitudes,
and °raging,V frenzied limbs,appear to be engaged in some
primi ti ve 'rite.

The lark itself of course, will cause fur-

ther joy,33 but the radiance of joy in despair, celebration
in apparent torment,shines from ,the obscure faces as it does
from the ,gestures of Louse Huntingo

These

flgures~

aspect, cease to have merely the nature of soldiersG

with this
They

even take off and discard their uniforms, losing their soldierly identities in symbolic movements, and adopt a 'role, a
d~nce

which celebrates some cause of joy.

The cause ltself;- rebellion, becomes clearer from the
34two closely related poems, Soldier: Twentieth Centurl and
Girl to Soldier on Leaveo 35

In the former the soldier speaks&

He refers to the 'pallid days"of tyranny. a despotic control
that curtails freedom, exercised by 'cruel men' who have
stolen the sun's powe.r
With their feet on your shoulders worn.
In the second poem the girl speaks to her soldier lover.
1s fearful:

32

She

the 'pallid days, ,arid and wan,35 may have been

S i lki n , J., and De Sausmarez, M.
;;.;A,-::-"C..;.a_t-=a~l~o~p':'-.,'l~te__o_~;..r....An
.......=--E_x;.;:h;,;;:i..b....,l--.!ion Hel1-at Leeds Unive~sitle (Leeds, 1959), opp. P. 32
33~UReturnlng, vIe Hear the Larks,' Poemso P. 80
'Poems. P. 87
35Poems. P. 88
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tyra~~ical,

sterile and miserable9 but the 'gyves' of such

an existence were secure and safe, and the man was controlled
by the woman, she may restrict his freedom.

Even at the apex

of the tyranny - the Somme, and 60,000 dead in a day, - the
soldieros ties to her, and the shackles of military authority were still 'firm.'

But in an act of discovery,. she reluc-

tantly recognises a 'splended rebel,' a transfigurat10n of
the soldier to a formidable and dislodging force that works
to topple that 'coJ.d Prometheus' who
~lanes like a ghost before your pOl'ler __ 3.5

The previous oppressive. existence which 'tied the soul,' and
the hostile, fallen cities which 'pressed upon' the soldier's
growth» have been'destroyed by this rebellion as the last
gyve

°loosens. ,

perfect freedom.

The woman fears in the man such a wild and
She .loses her conventionally and unproduct-

ively structured security.

When the man was a soldier. he was

subjected to both the oppressive
feminine power, two· authorities.

mili~ary,

and the oppressive

Now he is no longer a sol-

dier or a subjected lover, but a rebel, a free agent, and the
war has been his crisis and revelation, his moment of fiercest
oppression and 'his moment of release.

So the overriding sense

is the one of joy that follows a catharsis.
Ford Madox Ford 'says something very similar in his Parade's End.

Tietjens, the protagonist, releases himself from

another double-sided tyrannyo

He breaks from the dynamic pow-

er of his wife SylVia, and finally ends any subjection to the
military mind:

6.1
No -- more -- parades. 36

Gone -- Napoo finny!

Of course, Tietjens himself, in the process of a new beglnning, finds another

llfe~

a

~reedom,

where a man is allowed,

symbolically and archetypally to stand up on a hill. 37

This,

plainlYg has its biblical and universal precedent:
And it shall come to pass in the last days~ that
the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be
exalted above the hills; and all nations shall
flow unto It.38
.
-Rosenberg's soldiers lITho' have had their visions of Zion, their
Qsummer slopeo obscured by tyranny and noxious authority
. In endless hosts \'1hichdarken~d
The bright-HeavenedLebanon,3~
who ha.ve changed the paradaisal' ::. pools of their dreams p the
°pools of Hebron e40 for flooded shell-holes
They washed their grime in pools
Where laughing girls forgot
The wiles they used for Solomon,39
have» after the act of rebellion)the notion of release and
freedom coming through the apocalypse-of the war.

This reve-

latlon 9 coming through the visiona.ry eye of the poet/prophet
and his glimpses. of the 'plan terrific 9,glves the soldi,ers an
enlightened new sight, a fresh objectivity.

In the last

9Trench Poem,' Through These Pale Cold Dayst they in fact
see with living eyes
Ho\'1 long they have been dead. 40
They have been released from a subjective, obscure immersion

36

37Ford, F. M., No More Parades, (Toronto, 1965), P. 311
oFord, F. r.1:" 9 A Man Could Stand Up', (Toronto, 1965), P. 73
~~Isaiah.. II, 2
:/:n The Destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonian Hordes,'
Poems~
Po 90
4crPoems o P. 91
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in the 'iron' cloud 9 and the future, the organic and cyclic
direction of the idea has beeu revealed to them.

The three

thousand years 40 of Jewish history, an accommodating effort
of the poet to place his et"ernal idea in time, are working
towards regeneration.

They, the men, the past soldiers have

transcended the world, the war and tyranny to be the components of the new world, anew Jerusalem.

In the terms of

Blake 9 the past soldiers 'are those who take up the string and
wind towards the Jerusalem.
Jewish here.

There is nothing specifically

Amongst the debris of France the American sees

The arch in the cold glow of the light, yawning empty, profound, s.ilent9 like the gate to another city,
another world. 41
The Canadian sees
on the horizon a dream city appearing with an un~
shell~d church spire and toy houses:the promised
land ,1.1-2
and the Englishman applies the dream, provides for it politically, seeing his

Ol~

Republic:

I used to imagine an international party of excombatants, united by their common suffering, who
would turn against the politicians and the profiteers in every country, and create a society based
on respect for the individual human being __ 43
That such thoughts are wildly idealistic, in practical
terms untrue9 the historical repetitions of twenty years later were to prove.

For Read, disappointingly 'no such party

came into eXistence,043 and for Sidney Keyes, who died in

4l

Faulkner, W.. , 'Ad Astra,' Those Thirteen.

420 146

(London, 1958}t

h-;,Chlld, P., Q.Q.dos 8parrm'1s~ (London, 1937), P. 309
-rJRead, Hog °The Impact of Wart· Annals of Innocence and Ex:eeriencee (London, 1946)", P .. l4'b

1943~

Tunisia,
apparent

j

the development towards the promised city was

tempting, but misconcieved.

It was falsely euphor-

iC, and its testament from the voices of Rosenberg's generation was made unreal by events:"
You011 find perhaps, the dream under the Hill,
But never Cana~n, not any golden mountaln. 44
The 'plan terrifico does not work to reduce this" argument,
neither does it diminish in any way the standards and laws of
practicality.

It is not cognizant of them, and it emerges in-

dependently 0 poetically, creating its own standards of form.
Its shapes are not the shapes of morality or history, but they
retain their own truth,

~nd

not despite events, but above e- "

vents they prove their own truth.
1i
Returning? We Hear the Larks is both a very vital part
of Rosenberg's" 'plan terrific' and a confirmation that his
utterance was universal enough to

contain~

an~

assimilate wlth-

in itself multifarious elements of traditional expression.
Rosenberg's Larks» as

v~sions

and resonant agents of the Real

world of the poetVs Idea,emphasise their organic relationship
with Keats' Nightingale or Shelley's Skylark, as well as form
another dimension of the v1sionary bird of the trenches, which
for authors concerned with the Great War, held a varied, profound and often oracular significance.
For Tietjens in Ford's Paradeos End it is the supernatural agent carolling the message of the new pristine world named
through oBemerton.,45
4~Gardner, B. (
Ed)
G

For Tomlinson, and the pessimist sol-

°Advice for a Journey,' by Sidney Keyes,
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dier of All Our Yesterdays, the nightingale's song represents
the foolish twittering of a~ °idiot bird~46 accepting insensiti vely the lowest conditions of depravity and mi'serYe

For

Robert Graves the Lark takes sides, 'hanging' over his own
trench, swearing and screaming abuse at the Germans~47 and to
Read it is the Lark that is as °real t48 to him as his ow~ fate
and environment are unreal:
-- a 1ark, a dot9 a lark that was always singing. 48
Even to Frank

Richards~

the complete non-aesthete, the pro-

fessional soldier
No shells coming over, no reports of rifles, and
the larks were up, singing beautifully~49
and finally to Rosenberg himsel.f» the lark is the messenger
of his own real world, the world of the 'plan terrific.'
There are aspects of RosenbergGs expression that plainly
owe a great deal to other poets.
Lo!

The poet's rapturous line:

Heights of night ringing with the sound of unseen larks 50
I

• • •• f ·

••••

is very much like Francis Thompson's elm
Hushed with the cooing of an unseen dove,S1
in Manus Animam Pinxlt.

The metaphor of dangerous tides and

the elemental menace of the seat is an image commonly grasped
in war,5 2 but it had been previously and rather similarly
L~6

47Tomlinson, H.M., A~l Our Yest£rdayso (Toronto, 1930), Po 440
Letter in: Has sa#. , C., A BiographY of Ed"t'Tard Marsh. (New York"
4~959)~ P. 34S
.
Read 9 H., °The Raid,' Annals of Innocence and E!Eerience.
4bLondon~ 1946)9 P. lSI
503ich~rdso
Po 112
Poems o P. 80
51T~npsonp Francis, °Manus Animam Pinxit,' The Poems of Francis
~~.
(London, 1938), P. 71
?~F~xample:
David Jones is thinking of Similar menaces with
his: :
.
--the next wave came'up slowly, as successive surfs
creep in to dissipate on flat shore.
Jones. P; 165

utilised in FlintDs Chrysanthemums~53 and metamorphosed to
joy, closely anticipating Rosenberg's surge of the larkse With
RosenbergOs own partiality to FlintOs poetry in mind p 54 and
the latterBs infectious sense of joyousness:
my love who comes
will wave "'Tide ripples of disquiet there
and a great tide of the eternal sea
will rise at her a~~roach
and surge to song,5J
this becomes the poem that takes Rosenberg nearest to the Imagist movement.
Wi th this awareness of Rosenberg °s tendency tow'ards assimilation p the

original~ty'

of his poem as a part of his con-

trolling Idea focusses itself.

As in Louse Hunting the tired

..

soldier is attracted, and tempted by sleepe

He idrags' his

limbs up a track that anticipates Dead Manos DumE, and 1s a
part of the floundering, inarticulate portion of

humanity~

with all facilities dulled, that characterised Owen's soldiers
under .gas attack. 55

The night itself ,- with Rosenberg norm-

ally a period of comfort and indulgence, to the soldier, paradoxically only shows menace and danger.

To the soldier it is

sleep that is 'safe' and secure, a period of rest and inactivityo

But then, instead of sleep, or the disturbing aspect

of the lice, there is the disturbance in the rapture of the
birds 9 the source of the joy, 'strange' and sudden» which

53

Ed o Pratt, \01. , 'Chrysanthemums,' F. S.Flint. The Imagist
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in Louse Hunting had manifested itself in the dancee

The

application of the image, the moment of vision, through a
double poetical hypothesis follows.
a similar sudd'enness to the song

I)

Death may follow with

and to the tblind v man, in-

sensitive to the poet's controlling idea, the song itself will
be like a sop for fear and an illusion that even outside of
blindness would only reveal itself as the terrible and formidable menace of the sea.
of the commonplace

mindv~

The image emphasises two degrees
ignorance of the divine Idea.

The

word 9blind v here associates itself with its previous inclusion in God Made Blind or' Marchlgg, when it was used, ironically~

to suggest a narrow attitude that sees no farther than

the particular discomfort,.

The second comparison evokes anoth-

er woman9 (compare Girl to Soldier on Leave) ,1'1ho unconsciously longs for security, and carries within herself the instruments not of release, like the Daughters of War, but suspicious,devlish, pOl'1erS whose efficacy gives her ,a certain potential control over the male ..

Her dreal,l1s,a.re'as poetically

and as truthfully illegitimate as those,of the blind man, because she wants only safety, control and the trapping of a
manly, rebelliOUS freedom with her gyves, 'kisses' and devices.
This~

of course 9 points to the more ironical use of a simi-

lar idea in Daughters of vlar, and the function of the female
Lilith in the Unicorn fragments.
her hair.

She'holds the serpent in

With this she competes with the huge compulsive

powers of the Daughters of Ivar, to steal away the young warrior/rebels l'li th the decisive and mena.cing • kiss ~,

Beside

these perversions, illusions and the misunderstandings, of

blindness and the female self-will, all misinterpreting the
song of the Larks, the soldier, the would-be

rebel~

dynami-,

I

cally Qlistens,9 concentrates and absorbs the vision of the
Idea, associating his m·m joy with the rapture of the song
that destroys his urge to

saeep~

overcomes the soft, safe

indulgence of relaxation, and urges wakefulness» tension and
rebelliono

is a vigilance that reflects the poet's own

~his

attitude as he waits to grasp the elusive Idea o The Lark,
°unseen' but heard,· Ostrange' as an unworldly essence, is an
exuberant glimpse of the poet·.s controlling Idea, struggling
to articulat·e itself.
After the louse and the bird comes the rat~ and Break of
Day in the Trenches »5 6 RosenbergOs most well known, commonly
anthologised, and
graphi.c piece.

possibly~

.second to Dead Man's Dump, most

Frank Richards tells the story of a giant

that appeared to a soldier who was so

tormented~

rat~

by what

seemed to be an apparition that he prophesied that at his
moment of

death~the

rat, like death's usher,would re-appear.

Sure enough, this was

fulfilled~

and even to the placid Ri-

chards this was 'a weird experience.'

To

Rosenberg~

the rat

gave a visionary experience that was similarly wierd, and the
rodent itself radiates a certain grotesquerie whenever it is
evoked in the literature of the Great War.

In this poem the

rat is the· central image, flexible and mobile, like Donne's
Flea moving in turn from. one party to another, establishing
as the core of the poem a central, ingenious skeletal unity.
'Z
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6a
The rat is

fsmiling~Q

°droll' and °sardonic ,I t 'and 1s attrl-

buted flattering 'cosmopolitan sympath1eso that hardly beoome its more modest position in the scale of beinge
a.

Such

lack of seriousness again reflects Donne,.57 one of Rosen-

berg's great

poets~

The rat crosses the heavily ironic °sleep-

ing green' _,1 that 1s\) in fact, the • torn fields,' mangled and
devoid of

an~

such serenityo

The sense of disparity between

the vision of the soldier and that of the poet again re-emerges,
(as in The Immortals), as the physical situation of the soldier in his squalid trench, trapped and overcome by the
spreading conditions of stagnation and attrition, is juxtaposed against those youthful and dynamic movements of 'fine
limbs' and Gathletes.,
RosenbergOs poem begins in paradox.

The darkness 'crum-

bling awayo56 seems like a phrase from Bottomley's prophetic
End of the World» °the air was crumblinge,5 8

The powerfully

disturbing qualities that Rosenberg s~w59 in Bottomley's very
eschatological piece are here transferred to front line experience.

That he should juxtapose this sense of the Earth's

dissipation with Druidism, according to Frye) the period when
57PhiliP Child w'as to . take .the mock-levity even further. - r'nhis Brother Nel'Tt to Brother Fly a conversation is fabricated
between a trench fly and a trench newt as a commentary on the
'twisted ways of meno' Says the newt:
I see the curious way the creatures die
Thank God we have no souls to justify,
LetOs dine on worms.
5ahild» Pe, God's Sparrows. (London, 1937), P. 220
Bottomly, Gordon 9 9The End of the World,' Poems of Thirty
Years... (London, 1927), P. 8
.s9"vI orks • P. 370

man was objectifying himself, becoming aware of the shapes of
his universe~60 hint.s that the poem 9 s tensions. will vary from
the semi-serious to the deadly

ea~aeste

·So after the rat's

movements and the mock-heroics comes the thematic, metaphorical intensity of poems' such as ~UBust 1914, and RosenbergO s
~orucible:G

-- the burning synthesis of images.

The ingenu-

ity temporarily vanishes and the indignation tightens;

the

°bowels' anticipate the female appetite of the Daughters of
. War as the 'torn fields 9 anticipate the jagged edges of war
that refer back to August 1914:
Bonds to the whims of murder,
Sprawled in the. bowels of the earth,
The torn fields of Franceo
Then comes the 'iron,' the inflexible element 9 the lack of
compromise with no ear to the soltlieros indignation.

This is

the stern and frenzied apocalyptical 'hurling; of 'shrieking
iron and flame,' that pOints directly to Dead ManOs Dump.

As

the proud indignation behind the soldier's highly-pitched moral interrogation passes into more ingenuity, the poem appears
to

the ferrous elements softening to poppieso

relax~

At this point in the discussion, certain questions arise o
Why has the poet used the 'break of day 0 for the fixed moment
of his poem?

This is the half-light, the twilight, the dusk

of dawn, the only fleeting time that avails to catch the Idea,
when the poet must necessarily be at his most Vigilant.

This

has become clear from the earlier poems, where the ephemeral
twilight became the one transient opportunity for crystallising
?.f\
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the poet's vision o

In Break of Day in the

Trenches~

the poet

utilises the morning stand-to, when the soldier watches, tense
and alert in the half-light, vigilant for the dawn attack, in
the same way that the poet waits for'one glimpse of his Ideae
The onslaught and attack'comes in the hour of half-light9 the
wei~d

and puzzling light of

lusionso

dawn~

with all its potential i1-

David Jones explains;

Shortly before daybreak all troops in the':line
stood in their appointed places, their rifles in
their hands -- with bayonets fixed, ready for any
dawn action on the part of the enemy. When it was
fully day and the dangerous half-light past? the·
order would come to v'stand down and clean rifles .. '
The same routine was observed at dusk~ So that
hour occurring twice in the twenty-four, of °standto,' was one of a peculiar significance, and there
was attaching to it a degree of solemnity __ 61
In the light of thiS, the poet and the soldier suddenly elide
into an idea of vigilancee

But the concluding apparent relax-

ation from the mood of violent» tense and nervous expectation
indicates the end of the stand-to, and the period of dynamic
watchfulness questioning every horizon.
and the 'solemnltyO decreases&
of

t

safety' with the oncoming

ironic.

The light brightens

The mock-complacency and talk
day~

however, become'· heavily

Rosenberg's'dayV as the corpus of his early work has

indicated, means menace, visible brightness, overwhelming violence, the anti thesiS of • safety' and the period·)of rebellious
and huge energiese

It corresponds to that • day' of Read's' in

The End of a War:
Why must my day
6lJones, ·~General Notes· to In Parenthesis.

P. 202
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Days of hate. 62

Kill my dreams?
~~d

he hears

~

bell, a mad tolling of Revelation:

But yes a bell
62
beats really on this air, a mad bell.
The roots of the poppies themselves grow fast in the ma-

nure of human flesh, that 1s strewn over the
drop as fast as the men who fertilise them.

earth~

but they

Ironically enough,

as an earlier draft of the poem was to indicate, they are as
,orootless 9 as the soldiers;
What rootless poppies dropping

--62A

The dust, be it from the 'crumbling' darkness p the °toraO earth
or the soldieros own body, is particularly ominous for the soldier who sees only' the particular.

For Rosenberg the moment

of dust had been the moment of truth and revelation:
-- all things seem,
And what they seem like man shall know
6~
when man beneath the dust 1s laid -- J
That this poem partakes of p and is necessary to Rosenberg's
cyclical plan is cleare

The day lies -ahead, with its promise

of rebellion and the continuation of the design.
forms another ep1sode e

The poem

A separate, lyric statement it may

appear in an anthology, but its organic attachment to the °plan
terrific V gives it a greater and far more impersonal

meaning~

It is not a poem written from within war, but from without,
detached and objective.

If the reader is searching for, or

earnest to read a 'war' poem with a 'dawn' theme, that has
the, more conventional sentiments of the ,8:s01dier' lyric:RA'Y'h""Y't-__
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the attitude of

protest~

the elements of realism designed to

shock, or the ironic nostalgia, ~as~oonos. Break of Dal6L~ is
strongly recommended as a relevant comparison to the vaster
designs of Rosenberg.
For Rosenberg at least, Daughters of War was his 'best
poemo v65 It was done, he wrote,'in the grand style»e 66 °most complete, most epic.~67

It took him» he confesses fa

year to write»t68 and it essentially indicates. a change in his
poetical emphasis towards mythopoeic form.

In his letters he

tells how he desperately wants to give the poem a universal
significance ..

It involves

fill

human relationshiP,,68 and 1s

directed to the unfragmented, the simply human.

Now the fe-

male 9 for so long the intransigent force against rebellion
the

bu~wark

j

of tyrannical control, appears to ally herself and

her energy with rebellion.

She becomes an agent of the Idea,

a component of the design9 and a means of effecting its ful-

fl11ment.

As the poem emphaSises, she" is a formidable ally.

The myth of the voracious female appetite, and women of
Amazonian stature, has its own personal idiosyncrasies and embellishments throughout Rosenberg's utterance.

It is there

in Returning, vIe Hear the Larks and Girl to Soldier on Leave,
but it has a less sophisticated expression in some of the early poems o

It is clear that Rosenberg looked at women in his

Siegried p Collected Poems p
P ..

355

P. 355
Po 320

P. 319
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poetry with a certain suspicion:
\'lhat virginal woven mystery
Guarding some pleadful p spiritual sin,
So hard to traffic with or flee,
Lies in your chaste impurity?69
They have the power to obscure a manQs vision, destroy his objectivity;

their fierce energy can free him to lose all oon-

trol:
our lithe limbs
Frenzied exult till vision sw!ms
In fierce, delicious agonies. o9
There is no doubt of their power tp produce joy, and the promise of re-generation, but they are too tempting, too succulent~

their power too

The fate of the man confront-

inviting~

ed with the woman appears to be his. inevitable and sensual
capitulation to self-indulgence:
v/hile molten sweetest pains enmesh 6
The life sucked by entwining flesho 9
With such an aspect they tempt the male to their own security,
away from rebellious

action~

But Rosenberg's early poem The Female God pOints to the
change and extensi on of the myth in Daughters of vlar.
man becomes

monumental~

The wo-

Amazonian, all powerful:

your hair like massive forest trees
Shadows our pulses, overlined and dumb.70

iL~d

Their eyes show 'infinities,' their hair 'tumultuous locks.'
Beside them the man is impotent, insignificant, fa candle lost
in an electric glare.'7 0

In Rosenberg's painting of 1915, ~

First Meeting of Adam and

Eve~

the female is the larger fig-

69vSacred9 Voluptuous Hollows Deep,' Poems.
70
' .
'The Female God,' Poems. P. 130

P. 136

ure» vast arid monumental» and the male appears lame in his
right footo

~he

She Gusurpso and

womanos energy can be totally destructiveo

°dethrones·

God~

she is a King-breaker, now

I

a mighty rebel and the world is hers:
Every moment is delivered to you
Our temple~ our Eternal, our one Godo 70

Yea~

She has within her'the ambiguities of regal majesty, divinity
and bestiality as
Queen~

Goddess 1 Animal! 70

and plainly these qualities are there in the Daughters of Waro
As

epic phenomena:;, they are there in In Parenthesis p where

Jones refers to an 'acorn sprite~e7l a female spirit that
°takes men to herself,·7 2 · and the soldiers themselves cry to
the Earth spirits, the 'maiden of the diggedplaces,·73 as
well as the Queen of the woods.7 4
Daughters of Wal ~egins with the dance of the Amazons
with the spirit of man..

The Dance has previ"ously· indicated

phYSical rapture» joy and celebration It" and here joy goes l'1i th
°freedomo and release.

The man's spir1t is naked, as naked

as the dance of bare bodies in Louse Huntinge
the

9

When the body,

corpseo is discarded like the uniforms, as a useless sack,

then the man removes the trappings of tyranny and subjection.
So his soul will dance in joy with the agents of release, the
Amazons..

This is the time of perfect freedom, when • sou1cl

knows soul to shine. ,76

71 In Parenthesis..
7 2J:bid.

731131"(10

p ~ 223

The power and compulsion behind the

P. 178
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74Ibid.o

76o creation,' Poems.
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female 1s enough to will 'and bear the soldier from the °irono
to an element that transcends them l softer, rarefied and

wars~

spiritually

sensuous~

There the Idea mollifies p ' loses the

stern and uncompromising texture of its passage through
and begins its movement towards the 'summer slope.'

war~

The move-

ment of the 8corroding,facesgQ and ,their way through the iron
has been a burning one, a purgation through the Gflame of terrene days 0 to reach the sublimated state that emerges as the
poet v s Jerusaleme

Th,e ferocious energy of the female compul-

sion moves Violently through death and iron, to find the softer element for the soldiers, shortly to lose their military
identities~

Death, as in Dead ManOs Dump, is the moment of

breaking; - as the bones are crunched 'so the soul can leap out.,?5
Likewise~

to the sensations of safety, security and lethargy,

and the inclination to
take our wage of sleep and bread and warmth»
comes the fierce revitalisation of the Amazons' teverliving 9
power that breaks this complacency, causing new dynamism, driving the indulgent behind 'darkness' into 'the flame of day.'
This is a love-heat generated with a force to subdue archangels.
and it has joined itself to the providence of the 'plan terrific.

g

Their strength becomes a support in a time of apparent
chaos e

The providence behind the poetes Idea makes the wo-

men the rescuers i who plucked the soldiers to their own breasts
when °the earth-men's earth fell awaYo·?5

Here again, the

poet reminds, almost pauses, to emphasise the impossible substance and inexpressible nature of his Idea.

The thoughts of

the one daughter are 'essenced to language,' acc.ommodated in
lv-ords

by her 9.but concieved and grasped g she declares, as an

<,

Idea far more elusive and inexpressible in its unsullied
realitY9
of an

The woman speaks of ·males Ieaving a 'doomed earth,O

exodus~

a release.

Rosenberg~

in a letter to Marsh

endorsed that the women take to them the 'released spirits
of the slain earth-men o o7?

Their previous 'lips of ash»i their

human dust .and cover for the soul, is associated with the °dust
of old days»' or times in the past that cease to have importance as they anticipate the fulfillment of the pristine vi- regeneration 'in other days and years.

sion~

G

The 'voices

sad g O pointing towards the soldier 8 s last weak scream in Dead
ManOs Dum£, 78 have been metamorphosed into the joyous dance of
the souls.

In this way, the daughters

themselves~

despite the

unlikely juxtaposition, are agents of the poet's providential
plan, follol'Ting the rat \I the louse and the bird.
The cyclical design of this poem is very apparent.
Owen 9 s Strange

Mee~1ng ~

Like

Faulkner °s Crevasse t or The Was·te Land t

the soull is taken beneath the earth, is relieved of crushing
tyrannies, purged of its corporeal excrescences and left free,
regenerated with a

pristine~

• shining' soul.

In such a way

the poem is epiC, it involves one complete movement.within
form~

it~

a movement carried through economically, and uncompromis-

ingly:' .,. wi thin the thematic design of the poet' s controlling
Idea"
S?lTZ-
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One day an engineer had remarked to Riviere~ as
they were bending over a wounded man, beside a
bridge that was being erected:
vIs the bridge worth a man's crushed face?O
-- And yet, Riviere remarked on a subsequent occasion 9 6 even though human life may be the most
precious thing on Earth, we always behave as if
there were something of higher value than human
lifeo- - - But what thing? V
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
(Trans Stuart Gilbert)
0

In Dead Man 9 s Dump~ the ~prophetic gleams 979 0f Rosenberg
appear to fix themselves on an actual incident related in a
letter to Edward Marsh::
lOve written some lines suggested by going out wiring, or rather carrying wire up the line on limbers
and running over dead bodies lying aboutG~O
This conception is related without

pressure~

a bland narration

of shocking facts that themselves provide a documentary species of truth that would possibly work at odds with Rosenberg's
own ideas of poetic truth.
war~

Owen's concern with the truth of

- the truth he saw expressed in

~he

photographs he car- .

/

ried around with him on his leave, the shocking acts of war,
the horror and death, necessarily involved himself, and his
poetry in a certain attitude of protest.
an anti-war posture.

This was clearly
Dulce at Decorum Est'9 81 written for a

Miss. Jesse Pope of the Daily Mail, whose frequent chauvanistic contri buti,ons demonstrated no knowledge of the actual
facts about the war in France» was Owen essentially being

790Daughters of War,o Poems. F. 85
80Workso Po 316
810wenn Wilfred" vDulce et Decorum Est __ ,I Poems.
Blunden), London, 1963 p.66

(Ed~

Edmund

78
Vtruthfulo 82 and coping with the illusions.
owarning'

involved telling the

facts~

A part of his

and investing the ter-

-ribla truth about the war with 'his own imagination» itself often petrified in the attitude ,of protest.
In his Trench

that is not poetic.

Po?~S

Rosenberg rarely formulates a stance

Moral reservations about trench experi-

ence are not the gUiding design of his poetry.
Dump however is an exception.

Dead Manos

There is a certain prolifera-

tion of horrors Lthat .have one dimension within the sphere of
protest; although the poem goes much further
lishment of an attitudes,

th~n

the embel-

tA poet must put it on a bit thicko 83

he once wrote, and at the back of his mind was a scorn that
he planned to manifest after the war:
If I get through this affair without any broken
bones etco 9 I have a lot to say and one or two
shilling Shockers that'll make some people jumPG 83
But poetryj plainly was not the province of ·shilling shockers~9

at least, not his poetry.

For Rosenberg it was too pure

and idealistic a form for utilitarian purposes.

War was an-

other item of experience, an excellent"crucible v for the apprehension and formation of ideas, and not the opportunity of
converting art to propaganda e

Even in his letters, he spares

the recipients those 'blood curdling touches' that he mtght
have indulged himself in» had he wanted to tell the documented
truth rather than write poetry.
The most astonishing feature of Dead Manes Dum!? is 'the

79
'<llld and remorseless energy that moves through the poem.

Rosen-

berg wrote that a poem aims for °infinity,O brought about
athrough movement g the rapid succession of images and thoughts,
as in nature itself,084 and more than any other of the Trench
Poems, Dead Manos Dump' evinces thiso

Art itself, was strong-

est 't>lhen it l'1ascomposed of strong and firm lines:
The lines must' cut into my consciousness, the waves
of life must be disturbed~ sharp and unhesitating

--0

8.5

This assertion of 1914 strongly anticipates Dead Manos Dump
and the mounting energy of the first stanza.

The lines are

clear and sharp, the broken rails like thorns, the upright
stakes over which the limbers somehow flounder;

here are the

broken teeth (August 1914)86 and the sharp edges of war&

Ro-

senbergOs own comments on Futurism appear to point towards an
apprehension that is similarly riotous 9 yet riot expressed
poeticallY9 ideally and not with the compromising dimension
of propaganda or protest:
Violence and perpetual struggle, - this is life.
Dynamic force, the constantaneous rush of electricity~ the swift fierce power of steam, the endless contortions and deadly logic of machinery; ,
and this can only be expressed by lines that are
Violent and struggle, that are mechanical and purely abstract. Theirs is the ideal of strength and
scornQ87
'
As in the Trench Poems, the

°iron'

stage of 'the poet's 'plan

terrifico is strong, and scornful of the particular dlscomforto

So for Dead Manes Dump to succeed wholly, as a part

of the poetes controlling Idea, it would be constrained,

80
'toli thout

reservation~

gested in

thi~

passagee

to the particular
promising~

to follow the violent impersonality sugAnything less would be a concession

instance~

any subjective compassion a com-

an attempt to bend the inflexible design.

However~

the °brothers dear' introduces a note of com-

passion into the poem that remains deeply and permanently' embedded within the monstrous energy of expressione

Juxtaposed

with the imagery of a war of iron, - the rusty stakes like
bayonets and the

jagged~rails

with thehard t hE;lavyllformidable

and uncompromising element of the metal of war, the pity appears powerless, only a gesture..
_sense~

Of course, °pity' in Owen's

is too limited a word to useo

Rosenbergts Ubrothers

dear 9 g like Fordos °poor dears~o88 goes beyond an expression
of m.ere pity to become the component;';of a new republic, an
idea of Jerusalem..

As such, they do not pity each other,

they should be joyful as in Louse Huntingo

They are going

onward, following the promise of the 'plan terrific o '

In the

light of this,apocalyptical elements in the poem take on a
less obscure aspect, although in terms of the incident itself t
the results of the apparent chaos leave nothing more than a
protracted sensation of total suffering and destructiono
The second stanza follows a similar pattern to the first, the floundering energy» incessant cacophony and the crunch of
broken limbs..

The ferocious movement of the wheels has simi-

lsI' symbolic overtones to its use in Dos Passos' Three Soldiers.
Dos Passoso war'too» is an iron ,war, thematically indicated

S-dFord , F. M.
P. 22

'Ant't'1erp, , Collected Poems,,'

(New York; 1930)

t

in the chapter headingsQ
~mouldo

of

mi~itary

The soldiers are pressed into the

insensitivity.

When the metal °cools o and

turns the product of the mould amok amongst the world of men»
sensitivity and rebellious individualityp as embodied in the
protagonist, are crushed, aunder the wheels.e~9

For Rosenberg,

the universe of war 9 iron and stern, had already shaken 'the
°rims v90 of its sprawling wheels in the face of the dying soldier.

Now, in Dead Manos Dump» the bodies feel no pain al-

though their very constitution of humanity and flesh j

s:,

em-

phasised as
Man born of man and born of woman. 9l
It is singularly ironic that the shells are crying, demonstrating a dubious species of sensitivity, while what had been hu-

man remains blank, inexpressive.

There are certain proximi-

ties here to Owen's preoccupation with insensibillty 9 2 to conditions that demand human indignation.
the dead who accept.

To Rosehberg it is

The scarcely-living

c~n

utter their tweak

screamo right up to the moment of death, and ,this is not a
mere gesture 9 but a full indication of an eXhausted, depleted
and waning life.
The third verse introduces the inevl table grol17th and decay, with the continuation of the cycle by the earthOs craving
to assimilate the dead.

An earlier draft completed the stan-

za by four extra lines:
Now let the seasons know

~~~~~ P~s~os,_J~ .. Thr~e_Soldler~~

(New York, i921) , P. 5
.l:'oems. .t'o Of'
9 i oDead Manve Dump,6 Poems. Po 81
9 2o Insensibility,° Poem~;- P. 64
"':::'V'l'he lJYlng

ijO.la.~ert·

There are some less to feed of them
That winter need not hoard her snQw~
Nor Autumn her fruits and grain;~J .
which suggest a completion of the cycle in seasonal terms 9 fruition and

harvest~

The dead

appear~

But the inference here is plainly ironic.
at this stage 9 to be deprived completely of

the promise of the poet 9 s Idea, the latter half of the cycle.
,

.

The idea of a °suspendedo strength indicates the position in
life when the promised cyclical development is incomple'te 9
when there is no immediate vision of regeneration.

In other

poems, the poet can see an end to the suspension, and a vision
of the escape from his limbo in
the pools of Hebron ag~4n For Lebanonos summer sl~pe.
The separation of, the body and soul into the sack and essence is an image that Rosenberg was to re-work in his Moses. 95
The

sack~

like a hempen, sack-cloth sandbag exposes the body

as a dull, lifeless bage

The souls themselves had gone dOlqn-

wards to the earth, ,away from the light and the torture of God.
The

Earth~

like the Amazons of Daughters of War, waits with an

eager antlcipation 9 greedy for the souls of young warriors.
The emphatic demand:
\V'ho hurled them out?

\V'ho hurled?

goes beyond a mere rhetorical attitude, to the questioning of
the principles behind the l'1orklngs of such a providen.ce.

Here

more than anywhere else in Rosenberg's poetry the 'plan terrific' is challenged.

Here 1s the evidence of the poet's tempta-

93Workso Editor's Note. P. 386
94vT!irOugh these Pale 9 Co1d DayspO Poems.
9.5Poems. P. 47

P. 91

tion to compromise his own controlling Idea, when the compulsion towards morality and compassion is almost too stronge
The universal, far reaching providence of the Idea loses perspective against the force of the immediate and
horroro

partic~lar

The impersonal artist seems almost overcome by his

moral identi ty as a man, as a soldier ll and. this rage and humanistic indignation colours the next stanza

j

with its in-

grained pity so deeply synthesised within the poetrYe

The

abortive existence of the soldier here stands no chance in
the· face of this iron
tiono

The nostrils

~ruth,

showing no proml·se of mollifica-

andmouth~

the life-giving organs t are

°doomedo by the intractible providence with the aspect of iron.
-

Rosenberg toolr a copy of Donne °s poetry with him to war, and
the stanza's final conceit is a metaphysically-wrought synthesis of thematic images that re-occur through RosenbergOs
utterance..

The images are united t·hrough the bee II which like

the rat. goes from party to party» an4 alights on the soldiers,
sucking the Si'leetness from young lives"
The idea of burning» - the pyre of human. sacrifice with
the consequent shriek and babel» is carried through to the
sixth verse p and the inexpressiveness of the watchers of the
.

ri tual, their Qusual thoughts untouched,'
awarenesses of insensitivity.

.

againl~,points

to Owen t s

The mock heroics and 'seemlng 9

immortali ty reworks. certain images of self-deception and the
real stature of the soldier in The Immortals arid Louse Hunting·.
Art had ~een °blood and tears e96 for Rosenberg long before

96

v]orks

0

P. 335

8)'}

the outbreak of war? and Dead Manos Dum-E continues the poetOs
preoccupation .with images of blood~ the ~crimson curse. v97
The °ichor' in the °giantOs Q veins 1s ironically deflated by
mortal fear, which becomes the cause of self-realisation and
knowledge of the truth of war in the
that war is horror\)

sl~ughter~

factual~

documentary sense

- one 'of the truths that The

Red Badge of Courage or Le Feu 'Vlill tell us..

That it is mere-

ly a stage in a vast destgn, that it has no real truth separated from that

design~

and that its particular horror is sub-

ordinated to the providence of such a design, Rosenberg will
tell us.
The seventh verse suggests that the higher, noble, and
more etherial elements» like air and fire, have as much intransigence and more power than those lower elements like iron,
which form the visible contours of the battlefield.

When all

elements combine to surge against the soldier, any sense of
time disappears, and the end becomes the ever-present.

In

death they are out of time g within life time only means death ..
But there is the conventional pity of war, the 'dream' of home
and the poet's compassion for his soldiers..

The 9dear things,'

recalling the tdear faces' of Home Thoughts from France~98 is
a gesture of pity that appears to partake of 'adhesiveness
in its Whitmanesque quality.

0

To Rosenberg, Drum Taps was the

finest war poetry, and Whitman's utterance itself, he declared,
was °a roadway right through humanityo·99
97 00n Receiving News of the War,u Poems.
9 8Poaffis. P. 74
99QFragment on Emerson', Works
P.255
0

Again the gesture
Po 124
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itself, the commitment of love 9 pushes far into Rosenberg 9 s
ungraspable sense of regeneration through love, the love of
the'providence behind the Idea, and those soldiers refined 'and
distilled as the components of that Idea o

The poet himself

emphatically named °love~ as' this theme»,lOO the cause and consti tution of his \'11101e plan, guiding the soldiers to the summer slope.
The eigth stanza strikes a crisis like that of the ode
in language and gesture, dovetailed into a poetic ritual,

staged by a particular chaos,

w~ought

by an apocalyptlcal en-

ergy and all : suggested by 9vehement spontaneity and direct
vtsion.,lOl

The recurrent images show themselves:

the °bow-

els o of theearth,102 and an 9iron v lovell - savage and momentarily to the soldier, insensitive, from a God/idea that so
loves his people that he will instigate a, 'terrific Q revelation as a necessary harbinger to their freedomo

In the sphere

of providence of this ominous darkness, the Earth is suspended, swinging in smoke and disorder.
the air itself is °untuned.o l03
lent 9 is a part ,of

th~

Here again,as in In War,

The kiSS, ferocious and vio-

ritual g confirming to its potential com-

ponents the planvs covenant and promise of cyclical completion.
GBlood curdling toucheso l04 dominate the ninth stanza»
as the verse moves away from apocalyptical truths of some mystical revelation of almighty force, to the documentary horror
lo9\·]orks.

lO~Work~o
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Break of Day in the Trenches and Daughters of War
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86
of a specific incident.

The imagery has moved from fire and

air to earth, ,and nON settles on water» as a man ~ s soul,
in conditions that deny even human lovee

0

drowns g

The thematic paral-

leI with the cyclical L¥cidas may not be coincidental here;
Rosenberg had read, and approved of the poem~105
is

left~

taut and

stretched~

The dead man

unifying his death with the

shrieks~

and high pitch of the poem p all pointing towards the discord
of broken mene

He lies at tbe 'cross roadso i

He is in the

way, in the centre, and must form the basis for cormnitment.
His bodyp lying there, forces action, necessitates

conviction~

and prompts the choice between humanity and artistic impersonality» here covered with the aspect of insensitivity.
°plan terrifico is at its crisis..
the result is in

suspense~

The

At this point of the poem,

delicately balanced betwe,en the man's

convictions of a particular love that ignores the greater design, and the force of the plan itself, the poet's vision,
with its Utheme V of universal, impartial love e
It is the ethe;rialelements which metamorphose the

face~

burn it black. - a fire which could cleanse only scorches and
leaves a humanity faceless9 anticipating the further damage
done less subtly by the iron wheels 'and the baser elements.
Even the grass is more healthy, has more life.

This organic

vision of soldier and grass, archetypcal enough, had its precedent with Whl tman and Crane, 106 but recur:s:; more than once

ig~works_o_

Po

317

And there was a massacre of the young
blades of grass. They were being torn, burned
obliterated
VI" Follett (Ed.) The Work of Stephen Crane (vo 2), (New York,

1962),

F ..

97

in the Trench Poemso l07

There is a cessation of noisee

The

silence seems almost as terrible with the calm after the crlsiso

Again the poem seems to be following the ode

form~

with

the contemplation that follows the rapture of the song and the
promise of joyo

Ford Madox Ford wrote of the 'terror el08 of

the silenoe in the
the guns o

trenohes~

that followed the great roar of

Similarly the surge and shock of the previous stan-

zas exacerbate the sensation of poetical silence that follows"
Yet-these are menacing quietnesses» silences that have

°sunk °

almost to a vorticist silence that is again closely associated
\'11 th

waters 109

This \\Tater that follows, the fire would suggest

an act of ablution, but at this moment in the poem, the cycle
promises nothing furthero
The wheels are a relative tyranny, as well as a means of
rescue, like the Daughters of War ll for the slm'lly expiring soldiero

Again his hands are stretched, taut and chaotiC, yet

also in the gesture of benediction, on the cross-roads t forming a shape that can only be highly religious.

His soul(reaches

to'tvards its centre, gropes towards the wheels which indicate
human, organic sounds.' But the Wheels appear as the agents
of an immoral, monumental insensitivity, the tyrannical e1e107Compare

~he Burning of The Temple, where Solomon sees his
like soldiers
Are charred as the burnt grass •• e
Poemso Po 89
10'8pord , F .. M~ A IVfan Could Stand Up.. (Toronto, 1965) p Pe 146
l09Hyndham Le"V-lis O OIJffi impressions of Vortl'cism:
-- a whirlpoolo At the heart of the whirlpool is
a great silent pl~ce where all the energy
is concentrated e And there, at the point
of concentration, is the vorticisto
Quoted in Viol:et Hunt~ I Have This To Say. (New York, 1926) 9
P .. 211
dreams~

88

ments of a torturing God who wants no communication with blood,
pity or 1ife 9 only their destructiono

The absolute horror of

the moment, the event, sees no further than itselfQ

That all

this pain is the stage of a providential design loses all' possibility in the face of such a moment.

The tortuous questions

asked by the soldier are the highest intensification of rootlessness in Rosenberg's utterance o

The soldier lies in complete

suspense, waiting to be plucked away, this time not by the
frenzied females, but by the iron wheels, the sternest possible
agent of a ~rovidence that remains invisible yet still inflexible.
last

As the pace of the poem
11ne~

energy~

quickens~

going faster until the

the wheels have no control save their own massive

like the voracious appetite of the daughters,

expres~

sing a complete and untainted freedom, with no restriction.
In the crisis of the event this energy appears completely destructive~

the antithesis to a creative providence, as the

word ubreak,o like the 'waves; is repeated in three consecutive lines, until the final °tide' of destruction has deluged
the life.

The ihalf-used life t cries out as it breaks with

the rest, in one last gesture of protest and rebellious sensitivity in a cracking, foundering universe. that has lost control of the energies of disintegration under the wheels and
the tide.

The soldier is broken and drowned simultaneously,

and there is no sense of regeneration.
not promise, it ends.
and he himself breaks

The wheels
Q

The event itself does,

Gbreak~'

the tide breaks t

The world of the poem is as ·strangely

decayed' as himself$ with the violent fragmentation of an
uncontrollable energy_

89
The final stanza presents no sense of redemption or a completion of the cycle.

The °summer slopee is. forgotten in the

pitiless ferocity of the moment.· There is an eagerness for a
complete death and release from the iron God, from the plan
itself~

rather than a sense of

confidence~

promise~

or even

faith in the poetts providential 9 controlling Idea which will:
move onto its Jerusalem and fulL frui ti.on.

For the s oldi er t

the 9they O of the poem are ominous forces.

To him they are

not the cohorts of the beneficent design.

There is a sense

of a

revelation~

an apocalypse, but instead of the four horse-

men, there are the hoofs of the mules.

There is, however, a

more terrible extension, the extension of the machine 9 the
futurist and twentieth-century application of the myth' the wheels of the rushing, crushing omnipresence of the inftomitable iron will and energy of God.
Towards thisp the upturned

face~

already

.

charred;~stares.

110

The burnt face recalls the inarticulate soldiers of The Troop

Sh1Q, insensitlvelytrampling on each others' faces. III

The

sense of rapid movement and cacophonous noise is exacerbated
even more as the limber, with no foresight, no control, ucrashest round the bend. Against this riotous» thunderous crash is
the

weak~

expiring sound of the dying soldier, to him the world

with the moment has
IIONote Stephen Craneos last story The Upturned Face, in which
the sensitivity of some soldiers digging graves~.reacting ·to burying a dead soldier 1 petrified in the attitude of starlng p forbids them to cover his faceo
Stall,nan, R~ Wo (Edo) The Red Badge of Courage and Other Storll}:"~'
\J.\lew J.orK, J.'j)t:.) t .t"o l . j ,
J..Poemso P. 70
.t.

__

1"Il? ___

't:?" _ _ 't_

........... , . , , , ,

.......

....

__

~
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Gone as the mouthQs last sighs __ 112
The final problem is the graze.
the complete destruction?

Why just a graze and not

Why just the

mark~

the sign and not

the crush like the 'broken tooth Ol13 or the 'broken men o ?114
Why not the entire facelessness of the man and the uncomproaction~

mising, impersonal loss of identity of the
up~

purged by the guiding designs of the 'plan

Here is a humanity dead, but not faceless.

swallowed

terriflc~?

The concession is

made to human pity and the man stands as a symbol, a sacrifice
to the horror of
protestD

war~

just as his last sound is a 'scream 9 of

On the face of Rosenberg 9 s soldier, the graze, the

flesh broken with jagged ed~esl15 fits the sens~ of dislocation behind the entire symbolical conception of the poem.
Dead Hanos Dump has constituted a contest, far greater
than mere tenSion, between moral honour in the most appalling
human conditions, and artistic integrity, impersonality, and
the poetOs controlling truth that the war was in fact a providential part of a vast design.
continental

detachment~

of On

The distance and physical,

Rece~ving

News of the War, writ-

ten in South Africa 9 could afford to be more impersonal than
utterance from the 'torn fieldsv~16 of actual conflict p and
a poem based on such a visionary, phantasmogoric experience
as that which inspired Dead ManOs Dump.

For the precombat

112
1130The Burning of the Temple~a Poems~ P. 89
114°August~ 1914,° Poems.
Po 70
°From France,' Poems. Po 72
115The pierced~ broken-skin, and the attitude of sacrifice may
\vell be Chri st-1ike, w'i th the concomitants of resurrection
and miraculous regeneration, but such a reading, I think would
-indicate a dubious cyclical manipulation of a poem, that es11~entiallY stops as the event stops, finishes with the death.
QOBreak of Day in the Trenches,' Poems. P. 73
.

.
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Rosenberg~

accommodating the direction of the °plan terrifico

in On Receiving News of the Warp II? the pain and horror of the
,

ucrimson curse ol17 was a stage to be passed over poetically to
reach the °pristine bloom vll ? to followo Such an end gave less
concentration~

less magnitude to the journey through blood and

death and the passa.ge through war.

But no hope, no shine of

regeneration radiates from Q§lad Man's· Dumpa
only \'mr.

For the sold1.er it is

world of contorted dead piled
mis8

j

only deatho

incessant~

high~

It is ,just war,
universal war, a

For him there is no pro-

In such events the poetic

identity~

the im-

personality is almost impossible to completely assume 9 and
Dead

~1an Us

expression.

DumE. becomes a monstrous test-piece for obj ecti ve

Rosenberg almost

succ~eeds,

but the temptation

towards the safety, security and normality of human compassion
iSg at the very crisis, too much, and the poem adds more disguise to an idea that is already desperately elusive.

117
. Poems.

Po 124
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4
THE

GRASP

OF

l'·'lYTH

Rosenberg I only repeat what you were saying the shell and the hal,r1\: every hOU1' are slaying
men and jerboas, slaying the mind.
Keith Douglas (Egypt s 1943).
Q

The vastness of the lplan terrific' reached a long
way back, as well as the long way forward to the summer slope o
As such, carrying on a deliberate continuity with the past,
and expressing a cyclical vision common to much of the most
esteemed universal

utterance~

its accommodation in terms of

mythology and archetypal controlling metaphors, was ultimately"
necessary and inevitableo

A Iwarl poet is more likely than

Rosenberg, for example, to be one InJho thinks only on the
moment, the horror, and his necessary attitude to it as a
fighting man who retains the essentials of sensitivity" in a
time of gross insensitivity.

A senselof discontinuity with

the past, as well as disinterest in the future and possible
amelioration is likely to arise, as the
the sentiments emanating
nation~

fro~

it

=

exhilaration, - become all o

compassion, horror,

sensations of the
mOillent of

l{ar~

lyricist~

indig~

This may well account for

the lyrical fastness amongst th!" utterance of
past, future and vaster designs

the event, and

moment~

I

war I po ets ~ as

are lost in the

s~parated

intensified and petrified in the

and exaggerated, made to lose all thematic

p=oportion by the emphasis on a passage of horror,
th e po e tIs d il emma in De ad l'Ian I s Dum]? a

This was

and almo s t as an
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answer, he had turned to the myth in Daughters of War, to
deliberate formal continuity with the

past~

and an acceptance

of a more widely and intuitively understood framework of
symbols and forms.
With his contribution to Georgian Poetry

1916-17~

(~oeluels Song from his Moses,) Rosenberg became a Georgiana

Without peddling any categorical or formal considerations
about the Georgians, it suffices to say that they constituted
a social group under one title

rather than a category, of

various , divers e and highly individual ta"len ts, vlho fo 1101fed
a mutual commission to produce some of what Monro declared ,.;ras
'. the real poetry of modern England t lin th,e face of the public
monopoly of· the

Newbolt/Noyes~

was another of the distinctive

post-victorian axis
talent~,with

8

Rosenberg

Marsh, the

shepherd of the Georgians;as his patron, and Abercrombie and
Bottomley, two of, the senior mei:nbers:1 as his mentors

0

Of

course~ 'distinctive', when applied to . Rosenberg amongst the

Georgians, is a leading word.

In such a

grou~

themselves

with such a further strata of acquaintance. the name of
Rosenberg seems a weird and discordant sort of protuberance:
Marsh took Jim Barnes to dine with MrQ Asquith in
Downing st., and after dinner they had the
Prime Minister and J.M. Barrie to themselves when
the ladies retired from the table. Later on in the
month there was a breakfast visit by Robert Bridges
lQ
uoted' in The New Poetic, P • 59.
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at Gray's tnn, charades with Rudyard Kipling at
Lady Desborough's party at Taplow, a -Yiddish
play atWhitechapel in company with Gertler and
Rosenberg, and a mission to Portsmouth with
Mro Churchill. On the tenth Hugh Walpole
entertained him (Marsh) to tea ~ith henry James,
¥8X Beerbohm, and H.G. Wells -Arthur Waugh's comment
l-vas enough for them to accept

011
I

the

Georgians~

that it

individual vThims and wayward

fancies in the place of firm philosophical idealsl~3 is a
dangerous formal generalisation.

At least Bottomley and

Abercrombie, winding into the verse drama, setting a standard
for Moses
I

and The Unicorn, spoke in far higher forms than

individual whims'.

But such a judgement is at least

indicative of certain massed promptings towards lyricism in
Georgian Poetry, and the contentment with the articulation of
sentiments within a brief~ separate form.

The 'firm ideal'

that Rosenberg evolved was plainly unsympathetic to the mere
lyfical response, but Monro considered it to be I~ lowering
of standards' to iriclude his poetry, despite Rosenberg's
¥power on the surface,.4

Even Bottomley judged the poetry of

his epistolatory pupil as an inconsistent Igasp of beauty l,5
and then a sink to exhaustion.

He was firm that it lacked

both architectonics and intelligibilitYa
2 Hassall, Ca A B10graphy of Edward Marsh, (New York, 1959) P.252~3.
3 Quoted in The New Poetic, p. 81.
4 Hassall~ P. 420.
5 Ibid. ,Po 402.

But these actually were critical comments on
Rosenbergls Moses, and plainly, they arise from thought
that has failed to give credit to the evolution of the poet's
design, and refused to aiign itself to the growth of his Idea,
being content with what appears as a lyrical fragment, Koelue's
Song, outside of the vaster design of the verse drama.

To

Bottomley, all the rest of Moses W0S a 'farrago~5 Rosenberg
himself, in a letter to R.O. Trevellyan, tells of his purposes,
and they are vitally and organically connected to his 'plan
terrific':
Moses symbolises the fierce desire for virility,
and original actign in contrast to slavery of the
most abject kind G
And the play is about rebellion, .Rosenberg's most concentrated
and intense comment on freedom.
every wayo

Moses himself is a rebel in

The Biblical stereotype of-obedience to God is

wrought by Rosenberg to the violent egoist/hero;
Ah! I will ride Lhe dizzy beast of the world
My road' - my vmy,.7
He approaches the pattern of the soldier/braggart:
Hah! I'm all a bristle. Lord! his eyes would go
wide
If he knew the road my rampant dreams would race0 8

6lforks, p ..
350 0
8.l:'oems , P. 49.

7p
. oems, p •

53.
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The Biblical figure whose own brother became his priestly.
appendage, now has the aspect of the prophet and
to discard 'his'own dull outer eyes l for
underneath t • 9

I

visionary~

the living eyes

He has visions of springing leopards, a

tornado~ tearing up the roots of slavery,lO becoming in himself
the Ihammerl?the lone rebellious

t

i .

geniusJ' in a world of

commonplace minds, to break the vulgar structure;
L~d your admirable pyramids
And your interminabl procession
Of crowded Kings --~ .

r

Like the Female God, he grows toward the stature of a king breaker.

He becomes Herculean hero/rebel/prophet, breaking

the 'meshesl12 of tyranny$

His magnanimity is questionable

as he veers towards caricature in his excesses. Rosenberg had
plans to use the Judas Maccabeus myth to find a

I

more

magnanimous,15 hero, and certainly Moses rebellio~s momomania
occa~ionally

finds the protagonist appearing rather ridiculous:

I am rough now, and· new, and will have no tailor __ 13
But single - minded rebellion, with its sudden violent

,

'powert14 to.'break', like the wheels of Dead Man's Dump through
the comfortable illusions of safety, was vitally necessary for
Rosenberg o

The sleep was overlong and too indulgent, too

9Poems, P.49.
llIbid. , Po 48.
13Ib"d
__
l_o, Po 480
15Works~ Fe 374.

IOIbid. , p. 48.
12Ibido, Po 55"
14r bid ,., P. 50.
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comfortable, the ttorpor '16 of the souls in Egypt coerced
and tyrannical a

All this is very similar to the Blakian

attitude to the Newtonian universe:
dubious harmony,

curtai~ing

order had come as a

freedom and virility, dislodging,

taming spontaneity, and creating the man-trained mind and the
pettinesses of authority..

The 'mould t of On Receiving News

of the War, is now a 'groove':
Who
Who
And
And

has made of the forest a park?
has changed the wolf to a dog?·
put the horse in harness?
man's mind in a groove?.L7.

But Moses was written at war, under the firm stranglehold of
military

authority~

and the mythopoeic expression of rebellion

represents a direction that follows a more strongly impersonal
and detached commitment to the next stage of the 'plan terrific ' •
The period of slavery in Egypt . itself is the passage of war,
the crisis of tyranny.

The slaves, like the soldiers, have

~skin sacks for souls',18 they are humoured by rats;18 they
are subjected to the experience of more'broken teeth',18 and
like the discordant stakes of Dead ManIs Dump, 'their bones
stick out to finrhe air I .

The iron instruments of oppression,

previously the guns and rails of war to harass the

soldiers~

are now the iron pincers used by the taskmasters to break the
teeth of their slaves, and the Jiron hurtling crane, oiled with

I6 p oems,

P e 52.
18Poems, p. 47.

17Poems, p •. 51.
19Poems, POI 48.
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our blood 119 destroys their

Olm

selves as it builds up the

pyramid, the embodiment of their subjection.
B~eak

of Day in the Trenches, the

~lood

Again, as in

mixes with dust;

the old Hebrew, like the soldier has
All his dried-up blood crumbled to dust--. 20
As in Dead Iv12 n' s Dump they suffer the ultimate agonies:
All agonies created from the first day
Have wan~ered hungry, searching the w'orld for us ~ 21
and like Rosenberg's floundering soldiers, his subjected Jews
are 'life's inarticulate mass t 22
0

The Old Hebre'w, immune ~

work hardened to suffering, is insensible, like Owen's
soldiers, choosing slavery and turning away from rebellion:
By choice they made themselves immune
To pity and whatever moans in man-- 23
The Jews only see the particular evil, the hostile God.
The

I

plan terrific 1 is closed to their. eyes, as it

vlaS

to the

soldiers', through the agonies of the present:
God's unthinkable imagination

Invents new tortures for nature __ 24

woman figure again is the lure towards safety, security,
the prophylactic to rebellion. The IIsoft hair' 22 falling
Th~

through Moses"

fingers is the same temptation that faced

soldier in Girl to Soldier on Leave
i

the

and'Returning, We hear

the Larks.
20 Ib id. ,P.. 58.
19Poems, P. 54 ..
21Ibid., P. 540
22Ibid.,P" 53
23'Insensibility', Owen, Po 65.
24Poems, p. 57.
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What Rosenberg has done is to find another metaphor
for subjection and rebellion.

The war was

application·of the Moses myth is another, a
~hat

partakes of the thematic expression

ones~and
I

now the

parallel' ~25 It

has gone right

through Rosenberg's articulation of the lplan terrific' and
received inevitable exacerbation and

weaving

intensification~

its symbolical expression through the experience of war..

The

blood, the 'crimson curse l is spilt, not by the German guns,
but the Egyptian pincersoHere the compassion of a man in
the trenches is objectified into the indignation of a Jewish
slave:
For sh~~e!
gums-Again these 'brothers l

Our brothers' twisted blood-smeared
,

Dead Manis Dump) are the

tcompare lbrothers dear,27 in
pot~ntial

components of the Idea of

the new land, the city after the rebelli6n, the riew Jerusalem
that the action of Moses will eventually establish.

In their

false and adopted land of slavery, there is, like the

I

torn

fields,28 of trenchified France, only desolation, a landscape
of sterility, a 'dead universe',27 a 'white waste world. 28
It is the debris i'Torld of The WasteLand . waiting for the
waters of

re~generation,

with

Only the mixing mist and sky
And the flat earth»29
25Works,Pe 373.
271)
."':..0 ems ~ p. 81
29.t>oems, P" 500

26Poems, p. 53.
28Poems, p. 73

and it is also the terrain of the Western Front, waiting for
the sign of the iron

providence~

or the daughters

Now the providence materialises in the
hero, ~JIoses himself;

I

I'm

!!!§l!.'

man~

themselves~.

the virile superman

,3 0 he declares, and he has the

'iron sinews'3 1 of providence ..

His thoughts, standing like

'mountains! ,32 are fixed on that same summer slope and dreams
of Zion, 'limned turrets' and 'chinks of light'9 33 The hero~
-

already rebel, genius, prophet and giant, now becomes the
artist, not only the monumental workman delving his' quarrY1 34
but also the 'shaper',3 4 his rod 'scratching new schemes in
the sand'Q35

He is engineer, architect, bringing fertility

to the wasteland, transparently the Cellini figure, man of
every action and.

~th~ughto

It is his

01Vll

art, the energy of

his construction, a rebellious freedom that defies all gyves
and fetters, that will shape the 'newer nature',
So grandly fashion these rgde elements
Into some newer nature--.)
With this release for the components of the idea, the new
generation is established, where!!soul knows soul to shine,.37
The world of time and the body disappears, and the soul's new
nature sings in joy, in rapture:

3 0 Poems,
32Poems,
34Poems,
36Poems ,

p .. 59.

Po 50
p .. 61.
P e 62.

3 l Poems , Po 58.
33Poems, P e 55 ..
35Poems , p. 55.
371 Crea tion 1 , Poems, P e 159.
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Soul sack fall away
And show me what you holdo 38
Sing! Let me hear you singo
The man who . dismissed Rosenberg as a mere windy rhetorician,
was in ten years time to articulate something very similar:
not in Jerusalem, but in

Byzantium~.

as the worn being forgot

its corporeal constitution and revelled in its soul:
An aged man is but a paltry thing,
A tattered coat upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing-_ 39
·,·1·

Before his last· gesture, the final dispatch of the
taskmaster, in itself only a "Bmall

~isdemeanou~a

touch of

rebelliousness I , a symbol of "That is to come, M'oses, the
prophet now,; sees the providence behind 'the plan terrific'"
He sees how the 'barbaric love'

oi the particular

instance~

the period of-horror, the stage of slavery, will soften, and
'sweeten to tenderness,40 on the summer slope.

This may be

a reassurance that the ferocity of the love amply demands,
particularly when it manifests itself

in

the extremities of

Deam lian 1 s Dum12, when tenderness p or any idea outside of
time, is destroyed by the ultimate agony of the moment
Ther~

~n.time.

in the_apocalypse there is only one real world for the

soldier and poet, and that is France, the pile of bodies and
the shattered track.

For Moses there is the promise of

'tenderness', a real promise of a real existence.
Previously he had declared:
-'8'Poems, .1:'"
.
500
39Yeats, W.B~ ISailing to Byzantium', Collected Poems (London,
1965) p .. 217 ..
:J

40 Poems, PI> 6 1
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, Only putrefaction is fr$~
And I. Freedom1 am not~
Nothing in Rosenberg's poetry more succinctly manifests his
d ilemmao

The artist must follow and trap his idea, his

ultimate Freedom, the'real Freedom at the expense of putrefaction,
moral corruption and a lesser, relative freedom on Earth.
Rosenbergts utterance can never be that of a moralist if
he choses real Freedom, and he can never be a true artist if
he is content with merely being free, in its relative, lethargic,

human dimension o

'

Such a relative freedom is

authoritarian~

makes rules and ,wars and gives orders, creates armies and
makes slaves to build pyramids ~ listens to vlOman, and sleeps
the comfortable sleep of' indulgence at nighto

As such, it is

the freedom of arbitrary standards of control, and now the
Freedom of the artist moves above it, like Moses, in order
to destroy ito

Rosenberg1s Unicorn fragments, as the pqet confessed,
were

I

just abasi s1 042 They are dissatisfying drafts, struggles

of a poet to crystallize something inchoate an<l incomplete in
his

mind~

Even The Amulet, which through fear of loss he sent

home for typing"

was only the Imerest sketch, and the best I :,was

Iyet to come l 9 43 Unfortunately, it never came, and Rosenberg'.s
earnestne ss to change The Am'ulet to

I

something most clear ~

42'Works, p. 378.
44 I bid ., P. 319 ..
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most extraordinary',44 only materialis~d in the unfinished
shape of The Unicorn. The various correspondence that covers
Rosenberg's. desperation to clearly express what was to
last, culminating word on the

war~

~e

his

once more demonstrates an

artist groping for the evasive idea, struggling for articulation
and, in impossible physical conditions, standing - to for
inspirationo

In a letter to Marsh he wrote:

I am stuck in the most difficult part; I have to
feel a set of unusual emotions which I simply
canlt feel yet -- In my next letERr I will try
and send an idea of the unicorn--"
1'1hen the pressure seems too overwhelmingly formidable, the
artist's tormenting need for patience, waiting on the Idea,
takes him towards the self - induced prophetic ecstasy and
A

excitation of the old testament nabi:
I have a way'l "\iv-hen I write, to try and put myself
in the si tUation,and· I make gestures and grimaces .. 45
As a drama, The Unicorn was to,be about 'terror', the
'terror of hidden things'e~5

Such a theme may ippear to

accommodate itself perfectly as

~nother

intimation of the

'plan terrific', as a particular vision of the 'barbaric love'
behind ito

But

TheUnico~n

follows the crisis of Dead Man's

Dump, when the momentary 'terror' of the soldier had eclipsed
the general, providential design of the poet's Idea"

Now,

in his last letter to his friend Misso Seaton,46 the war
45" .Ibid.,
P" 3750
.-4oB:arch 8th, 1918. 'lVJ.iss. Winifred Seaton had advised and
encouraged him since the time of his apprenticeship'.
1vorks, P.. 389;;

itself had been confirmed in his mind as the agent of particular horror.

The dream of the artist, it seems, has been

overcome by the physical oppressi6n of the
personal vision of the soldiere

event~

and the

Now, instead of Love, the

guiding design of the war, leading towards regeneration ,9 there
seemed only 'an ambitious and unscrupulous will,.47 Instead
of the music of the idea, there were only the

I

.

devasting

forces' of war, which, to the poet, appeared to have lost its
relative aspect, and nOlV' became all, reality, the all of Dead
Manis DUffin.

Fo~ Saul, the 'ordinary,48 man 'into whose life

the unicorn bursts', there is only suicide, certain death,
inevitable destruction, like the fate of the soldier in
Dead I'1an' s Dunl1)! ..
In such fragments paradoxes remain, and often prove
formidable ..

Wnat had been an, I unscrupulous will' in the letter,

has a somelfhat different meaning in the text.

The Nubian, a

black figure with the heroic qualities 'of Moses;

giant and

rebel:

And~hemai9loomed,

naked vast, and gripped the

wheels --

sees that the 'lightning of the heavens/Lifts an apocalypse' .5 0
Certain modes of' expression adopted by Rosenberg had already
put the symbolical environment of the piece in terms of the
'Western Front:

47 ~H orl~'~ ,

49Poe;~- ,

379.
F .. 95.
Po

graphic descriptions of mud and slime
48 =-1::.-..
Jb "d , P .. 375.
5 0 Poems, p. 99.

and the impossibilities of motion that appear similar to the
realism of Sassoon's Obunter Attack~l
licked and cla~2d
dragg ing 1vhe e Is

~ld

The slime clung
and chewed the clogged

0

'Iihen the Nubian describes the

1

apocalypse I in tOerms of

'rushing sound/From pent eternities',53 and associates it
with 'this ecstasy of form',5 4 ~t ~eems that the design, the
formal 'plan terrific'is re-~voked, at least in his own case,
as a release from the sterile, narrow life he leads:
I have no life at all
Only thin, golden tremors-_ 53
And yet,if he releases himself from this sterility only to
attach himself to the dubious substition of Lilith. female
and

mother~

he is also directing himself towards more slavery.

°

She is the female demon, the 'sorceress' ,55 t~e 'screech owl' of Is a iah,56 associated with night, long hair and dreams,57
which in :Rosenberg's poetry, have become thematic symbols of
the menace of apparent, hollow safety and indulgenceo

Although

she talks rather glibly of rebellion:
Oan one choose to break? To bear,
To wearily bear, is misery.5 B
Lilith in fact embodies the opposite like the girl who speaks
to the soldier on leave,59 she stands as a prophylactic against
com91etely free movement,
51'Oounter Attack' & 'Attack', SassrJOn, Po 70-71. compare.
52Poems, Po 94
53Ibid., Po 100.
1
5 +"T"b·
d
°55~s, p. 97.
~.,
..."0 " 99
c::.t:..T _ _.

.

'I

J~~salan,

"tT"'(r...,.v,."'\
AA~

J.

~~"

57Edo Singer I. The J·ewish Encyc 1 oP9vedia V.VIII (Ne,v York,1906) p.88.
58Poems, P e 98
59Ibid., P. 88.
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Weaving

for men profound subtleties--

60

It is similarly ironic that she should wear the amulet, itself
a preventive measure against such 'screech - owls' as herself 1
,'Vho would kidnap ne1iV"-born infants"

It is the Nubian who needs

the amulet, for self-protection against Lilith"
Solomonis Parents

(1906)~

In Bottomley's

another verse playlet, King David

makes the same mistake as the

Nubian~

associating Bathsheba,

temptress and Lilith figure, with comfort in the night:·
Bathsheba, dread is the night that has fallen on us.
Has not the falling of night always drawn us together.,6l
1vhether The Amulet constitutes legitimate poetic
ambiguity, mere confUSion, or a sUbstantial portion of
is left to critical conjecture"

both~

The fragment appears to

concern the gesture of a misconceived act of rebellion, on the
part of the Nubian, that.leads only to deeper subjection with
Lilith herself"

Certainly the idea of regeneration' through

rebellion is now here apparent, and any freedom becomes
Qompletely superficial and pyrrhic:

nothing but a defeated

hollow gesture ..
The Unicorn itself, although another fragment, becomes
a little clearero

At least Rosenberg paraphrased the myth:

Now it1s about a decaying race who have never seen
a woman; animals take the place of women, but they
yearn for continuity. The chief1s Unicorn breaks
a1ivay and he goes in chase" The Unicorn is found
by hoys outside the city and brought in, and breaks
away again. Saul, who has seen the Unicorn on his

60

l~., J:. 970

6lBottomleYj p. 920
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way to the city for the weeks Victuals, gives chase
in his carto A storm comes on, the mules break
down, and by the lightning he sees the Unicorn
race by; a naked black like an apparition rises
up, and easily lifts the wheels from the rut, and
together they ride to Saul's hut. There Lilith
is in great consternation, having se~n the .Unicorn
and knowing the legend of this race of meno The
emotions of the black (the chief~)are the really
difficult part of my storyo Afterwards a host of
blacks on horses, like centaurs and buffaloes, come
rushing up, the Unicorn in fronto On every horse
is clasped a woman. Lilith faints, Saul stabs
himself, the chief placgs Lilith on the Unicorn,
and they all race away 2
0

The race of men stricken with

sterility~

strongly anticipates

Eliot's utilisation of the myth of the impotent fisher king
in The \vaste Land. The emphasis again is on rebellion.

The

word 'break', by now so thematic of rebellion is repeated
,

twice~

f

and the action of the black lifts the wheels of human progress
'from the rut'o

The Unicorn itself would appear to be the

ultimate symbol of ferocious and rebellious energy, the energy
of God himself:
God brought them out of EgYP~i
the strength of the Unicorn. ~
It is untameable, fleet and

active~

he hath as it were,

an ideal

sy~bol

for the

elusive idea that will never be trapped or domesticated:
Will the unicorn be willing to serve thee, or abide
by thy crib? Canst6~houbind the unicorn with his
band in the furrow?

62 Works, P. 377.
64 Job XXXIX 9-10

63Numbers XXIII 22.
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Saul gives chase to the untameable as the poet gropes after
his idea~ both 'break down' .65

Isaiah refers to the 'land

soaked as blood' 66 after the rampant trampling of. the Unicorn,
which itself points to the terrible energy of the war, and
the 'crimson curse', all'within the divine love of the 'plan

terrific'~ just as the unicorn is associated with God himself. 63
All biblical references point to a huge and formidable ox like creature, beautiful in form.

This is probably the

Assyrian 'rimu 1 ,67 and the embodiment of a monstrous will~
assodiated with the stern but shaping will of God. 68
To Saul, the ordinary
'terror' in its sublimity.

man~

the unicorn only means

Like the soldier seeing the visions

of guns and fire
I cower, I Quail
I am a shivering gress 69 in a chill wind
This is no mortal terror __ 70
His own environment has the rootless s~erility of the 'torn
fields of France' .7 1 He lives in the midst of war:
b5Rosenberg to Miss. Seaton (written in Hospital, 1916):.
-- He (the poet) knows that the most marvellously expressed
idea is still nothing~~
\'larks, p. 371.
66..1.So.r~.LcLh XXXIV 7
67Ed. Hastings, J. Dictionary of the Bible,V.IV (New York, 1902)
P 834.
68Hemingway's description of the bull radiates a similar formidable beauty.
-- his head up, the great hump of his muscle on his neck
swollen tight, his body muscles Quivering-'My God, isn't he beautiful! Brett said.
Hemingway, E. The Sun Also Rises. (New York, 1954) p. 139.
69Note the re-working of the 'grass' image for soldiers. See
my comments on Dead Han"s Dump.
7°E,oems, P e 107.
7lBreak of Dp.y in the Trenches. Poems, P.73.
G
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The roots of a torn universe are 'lilrenched,
See the bent trees like nests of derelicts in
the ocean,7 2
Tb.e I rushing' and 'sHeeping' of t"his unicorn has the same
uncontrollable power of the limber of Dead Man's Dump.
Jones too, was to use the mythical unicorn image.
it

sug~ested

assault.

For him

the energies of violence behind the morning

Again the unicorn Ibreaks 1 , is completely

rebe~lious:

-- as to this hour
when unicorns break cover __ ,73
and this hour again is dawn; when the energy of the Idea fully
generates itself.

Like the soldier under

fir~,Saul

can only

see this energy as '~lashes',74 'two balls of £ire casement
glaring' .75
To Tel, the unicorn is something very different, just
as the war is

so~,

of design than

thing very different to the poet's vision

it is to the soldier's grasp of moment.To Te+~

the beast embodies a release, a rescue .from sterility"

He

craves for the unicorn as the poet craves to grasp his whole
providential Idea of universal design:
lVIan yearns and I'loman yearns and yearning is
Beauty and music, faith a~d hOpe and dreams,
Religi?n, lQve, endeavouf6 stability
Of man s whole universe ..
At this point the unicorn remains the symbol for the Idea,
the.general design to the poet, but in its stage of terror,
the particular torment of the man.

The dichotomy of man/poet

72

73

Poems" Po 111 ..
n
7Lj-'po ems, r.
1128
76Poems , p .. 103.

Jones, F .. 168.
I,.;.t'oems, P. I l l .

71=:_
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appears to have reached its fullest expression in the contrasting attitudes of Saul andTel tOrlards the unicorn.

The

Unicorn tells us this clearly enough, as it tells us that»
like the soldier
Saul dies.
scureo

and~lis

fate with the particular terror,

But from there onwards, the fragment becomes ob-

Tel, like the poet, is searching

and like the fisher king: to remove the
fertilityo

~or

re-generation,

~erility,

to bring

A fragment called The Tower of Skulls describes

the features of this 'death's land'

The 'layers of piled

0

up skulls'77 recall Dead ManIs DumQ and the battlefield, as
well as the domain of the fisher king..
thi~

dust, debris and

desolation~

Yet shining from all

\

isthe promise of regeneration.

i{hen an 'aged flesh looks dOI'ffi I upon his

tender brood'
He knows· his fire is dust and seed. 78

Tel however, the impotent

chief~

I

6

looks not towards

the unicorn and the idea, the design for fertility, but'
tow-ards rroman, Lilith, the· demon of uncreative
antithesis of Freedom.

sa~ety

and the

She remainsto him

The incarnate female soul
But with Lilith is mythically

of generation. 79

as~ociated

destruction, desolation.

She is the 'screech-owl' that would haunt the rubble of Edom's
mined fartress,BO itself a part of the environment. of war.
So Tel is utilising the monstrous providential energy of the
unicorn only for the capture of Lilith, and the way to more
77Poems, p. 101.
79Poems, p. 113 ..

7 BPoems, p. 113.
BOIsaiah XXXIV 140
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destructiono
terrific10

He is misusing the unicorn, abusing the 'plan
He is using the' source of rebellion.and

regeneration to carry the : source of tyranny and desolation.
Consequently his Dlovement and rescue are both ironico

The

energy of the plan, the 'barbaric' love of God, crystallised
in the

unicorn~

is prostituted by Tel to become the beast of

burden, carrying the maker of menace;

and this time it is

not the ironic apparent menace of Brovidence in the shape of
momentary terror, but the real menace of demons, of sorceryo
The Unicorn, as such, represents a final consciously
ironic comment on the 'plan terrific', now associated with God,
energy and strength as vTel1 as form, and all symbolised \'-ri thin
a synthesis of the beast itself.
Tel misreads the Unicorn.
not the providential .idea..

Like the soldier, and Saul,

His interest is with the woman,
Tel himself is transparently. the

poet, seeing his idea, managing to ride the unicorn,

articulating

the design, but being overw·helmed, and overcome by the temptation ofFhe particular terror; by Lilith, or the horrific
sorcery of the moment, in Dead

Man'~

Dump. Tel succumbed, but

the poet ironically affirms his idea, his plan, in the face
of the most

t~lling

arguments of Lilith.

These are the

b~rbaric

and particular agonies of his own providential design, his own
trench experiences.

·Thei speadily force a spread·ing insen-

sibility and massive obscurity over any hope of the Idea that
promises to Isweeten to tenderness ' •

Even for Rosenberg the

temptation of Lilith can be too devastatingly radiant:
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Sometimes I give way and am appalled at the
devastation this life seems to have made in my
nature o It seems to have blunted me. I seem
to be powerless to compel my will in any
direction, and all I do is without energy and
interesto
--No drug could b~ more stupefying than our
work, (to me anyway), and this goes on like
that old torture of water trickling, dr8~ by
drop unendingly~ on onels helplessness.
This was slavery, and the pestilential insensitivity that
formed the mind so preoccupied with rebellion e

Such an

acute monomania in such perverse conditions, more than
anything~

needed the formal discipline of the myth, to

detach itself from a physical situation that says more to the
human faculties of compassion than any impersonal shape.
shapes of the myth seek out the imagination, and they were
ultimately the completest way of avoiding the terrible
temptations of human pity.

/

81Letter to Missa Seaton. (Feb. 14th p 1918) Works, p. 378.

Those
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AFTEm'TORD:

THE LEGEND

discover the direction of the impulse-Isaac Rosenberg.
For the mind that seeks, within the testaments of
the fighting men of the Great War,the radiance of undistilled
pity, intense personal

utterance~

confided anguish that does

not caricature itself in morbid excesses or speak with wild
declamations or easy attitudes, it can find them all in
Rosenbergo

It will not find them in his poetry, but

poignant and real, in his leitersl>

there~

A poet who can persuade

F.Ro Leavis to veer from his producible texts by force of
legend:
It is fortunate th~t we have these letters. Without
them, impressive as the poetry is, we could not
have reali ed the extraordinary heroism lying
behin9. it,.1
and make the established hierophant of-critical impersonality
speak "'Ti th such an· efflux of critical sympathy and abstractions
on Rosenberg's Collected

Wo~ks;

-- the total effect should be, not only the recognised
enrichment of the English language by a dozen pages
of great poetry, but the enrichment of tradition by
a new legend. And Rosenberg belongs~ not with
Chatterton~ but rather with Keats and Hopkinso
-- a rare document of ~nvincible human strength,
courage and finess --,
.
IF.R. Leavis 'The Recognition of Isaac Rosenberg', Scrutiny
6 NolO 2. (Sept. 1937) P@ 2320
2 Ibid .. , PI> 234.
V~
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plainly radiates a certain mystique that will tend to obscure,
or at least
detachmentG

colour~

our monumental shibboleths of critical

Rosenbergis letters, full as they are in

manifesting a heroic personal onslaught on the crippling
conditions of a monstrous force of insensitivity, themselves
build up an idea of the poet/hero, the one individual rebellious
mind straining against the enveloping tyranny of mindlessness:
Winter is not the least of the horrors of ware I
am determined that this war, with all its powers
for devastation, shall not master my poeting;
-- I will not leave a corner of my consciousness
covered up, but saturate myself with the strange
and extraordinary new conditions of this life,
__ 3
and it will all refine itself to poetry later on Such is the heroic side of the poet's incorrigible pragmatism:
and to the human) moral vision it had often appeared depraved,
pitilessly transcendent and unsympathetico
But as well as the artist in war, the dimension of the
poet as heroic outsider, Rosenberg was also a Jew, an4 the

little man so small, that he was constrained to join the Suffolk
Bantams,-a regiment of men so small, that their standing
battle posture, as he painted out? made them look as. if they
were sitting down.

His letters show that he was poor, depen-

dant on patronage, small, absent minded, tubercular, of a
victimized ethnic
of insensitivity.

group~

In every way' he satisfies the image of the

outsider, the lost man.

3ilorkS, p" 373.

and 'a desperate and formidable opponent

When he returned to London on leave
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in

he wrote to Bottomley that, as a soldier home,

19l7~

-- things here don't l60k quite right to me
s omehO\..;r-~4

A writer can quite easily mould this imagsp

oaricatu~e

it to

an accommodating, sentimental character in the most nauseating
vmy.,

There was 'unassuming little Rosenberg'~5 'impoverished

little Rosenberg',6

socially~and

patronised
identity~

Rosenberg 'the boy'7 at twenty eight~
not just financially}out of any real

made scapegoat of all literary compassion:
If Brooke was a symbolic £igure of the last of the
Old Wars, here "las anothe sacrificial victim, a
symbol of TtTar new style--

s

l'lith these extensions, Rosenberg takes on a mythical
aspect~

he becomes a semi-fictional character whose empathetic

brightness can affect even Leavis, himself an old soldier.,
Blunden, another

ex-servic~ man~

can o'feel the passionate idea

I
I
of ",saac
Rosenberg ' ~ 9 but whether this '
is_the
idea I of -the

poet, the 'plan terrific' itself, or the sensible glory that
radiates from the myth of the suffering, rebellious little
hero's sacrifice to the enginery of insensibility, Blunden's
sympathetic criticism leaves ambiguous.,

The present author

has attempted to resist these rays, and sought to be impersonal
in his treatment of Rosenberg's poetryo

4\,lork.§.~

He has tried to trace

377
5Hassall, Po 3810
6Ibid."P" 382.
7IbjJl" , Pit 401 ..
8 Ibid.,P o 439.
9Blunden E. The War Poets: 1914-18 (London, 1958) p. 36 ..
P,,'

Q
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the lines of the poetls controlling Idea, the ether, the
Real Substance, behind Rosenbergis utterance through its
accollll!lodation in symbols and words, that he, the author, only
knows poeticallYQ

He has tried to get above the infeotious

pity, to reach the level of the poet as he makes shapes of
the environment of tyranny and waro

In doing so he has

realised the impossibilites of complete detachment and critical
pragmatism, just as the poet realised it, and expressed it
within the horror of Dead l1an ' s Dump

0

Groping with fragments-

and Rosenberg's l1"hole canon is the mere fragment of an Idea is in itself an aspect of criticism that tends to compromise
with the appreciation of separate,or part-units of utterance
to find the whole IdeaG

It would be tempting enough to judge

Break of Day in the Trenches or Daughters of War just as fine,
complete, and separate individual utterances.
this, but they also transcend thise

They may be

They represent two stages,

tl"iO components, two" links of many other links that suddenly,
violently and inadvertently stop with The Unicorn. For the
present writer, this pursuit of the poet's Idea has been all,
and he l"iould justify this approach, with Rosenberg, as a
legitimate~

if sympathetic, singlemindedness o

There is no fullness

in an Idea that exists in tragments, but there can be more than
in the isolated "ar"ticulation of short - lived responses,
lyrical cries in the darke

The v.Jay, the" route, the direction
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of the Idea and the recognition of its

es~ential

mobility,

is more important than the analysis of a coerced "and unsympathetic pause at critical gun-point:
I think anybody can pick holes and find
unsound parts in any work of art;! anyone
can say Christls creed is a slave s creed, the
Mosaic is a vindictive~ savage creed, and so on.
It is the uniQue and superior, the illuminating
Qualities one wants to fin~o- discover the
direction of the impulse--

lOletter to Misso Seaton,

Works, Po 371.
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